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Abstract     
 
Rhynchosporium secalis is the casual agent of a foliar disease of barley, which is commonly 

known as leaf scald. It occurs in every major barley growing area in Australia and the rest of 

the world, and is especially devastating in cooler, semi-humid growing areas. An initial 

defence response occurs upon the leaf surface to suppress conidial germination, which is 

important in reducing the infection efficiency. However, very little is known about the 

occurrence of this response and the factors involved.  

 

Seedlings of barley cultivars were inoculated with conidia cultured from different isolates of 

R. secalis and examined microscopically at three days post inoculation. There was a 

substantial reduction in the germination of the isolate H1.1 upon the surface of the barley 

cultivar Brier. Suppression  on  other isolate-cultivar combinations was significantly less. 

Leaf exudates were eluted with water and separated using a Microcon ultrafiltration 

membrane. The surface structure of the leaves was examined using scanning electron 

microscopy before and after exudate removal to confirm that only the surface exudates, and 

not the waxes, were being harvested. An in vitro bioassay was used to assess the effect of the 

exudate on the germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis conidia. The low molecular 

weight fraction showed a strong inhibitory effect on the conidial growth, whereas the high 

molecular weight fraction stimulated the growth of the conidia. 

  

A separation method was developed for the low molecular weight fraction to resolve the 

biologically active components. Initial electrophoretic and cation exchange characterisation of 

the exudate fraction showed that at least two biologically active component(s) had  positive 

charge at pH 1.7 and were UV absorbing. Paper electrophoresis followed by reverse phase 

HPLC allowed the isolation of three active UV absorbing components. Comparison of the 

mass spectra, UV spectra, electrophoretic and chromatographic behaviour of various indoles 

to this component confirmed its identity as gramine (3-(dimethyl aminomethyl) indole). One 

of the other components was consistent with either an O- methyl or hydroxymethyl  gramine, 

based on the mass spectrum, the similarities of the UV spectra and chromatographic 

behaviour. The third component was proposed to be a flavonoid on the basis of its UV 

spectra. This work establishes the importance of indoles in the protection of barley seedlings 

from fungal leaf diseases. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Literature Review  
 

 

1.1  Project introduction and significance 

Barley is the second most valuable crop in Australia (Trewin, 2002), Europe and the United 

Kingdom (Finch et al., 2002). It is also grown extensively in parts of Asia, the Near East, 

North America and New Zealand (Langer and Hill, 1991; Nevo, 1992). In Australia alone, an 

average of 3.1 million hectares with a yield value of $900 million was sown between the years 

of 1997 and 2000 (Trewin, 2002). The barley growing area in South Australia was larger than 

that in the other states, with an average of 910, 000 hectares between the years of 1998 and 

2000 (Trewin, 2002). 

 

Leaf scald (caused by R. secalis) is one of the most damaging leaf diseases of barley grown in 

southern Australia (Jeffries et al., 2000), and has long been recognised as one of the principle 

limiting factors of barley production (Caldwell, 1937) in cooler, temperate regions. 

The initial defence response that occurs upon the leaf surface to suppresses the conidial 

germination is very important in reducing the penetration efficiency, and delaying the onset of 

infection. As the conidia are extremely sensitive to temperature and desiccation, delay at this 

stage could be very detrimental to the infection process. Over the past thirty years there have 

been very few observations of the suppression of conidial germination published. It is still not 

known what factors are responsible for this phenomenon. Further study of the factors and 

genes involved remain a relatively unexplored, yet important aspect of the interaction of 

barley and R. secalis. 

 

 

1.2  Barley – agronomic history and importance 

Barley was one of the earliest crop plants to be domesticated, and is estimated to have been in 

cultivation since the times of 8000 BC (Bothmer, 1992) to 6000 BC (Nevo, 1992), in the 

‘Fertile Crescent’ region of the Middle East. One of its advantages over other cereals such as 

wheat was that it could tolerate higher levels of salinity and drought (Nevo, 1992). In ancient 

civilisations the grain was deemed to have a high nutritional value, even serving as the staple 

diet of the gladiators (Langer and Hill, 1991). The domesticated sub species Hordeum vulgare 

subsp. vulgare belongs to one of 32 species within the genus Hordeum. However, due to the 
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lack of morphological features within the genus the species can be difficult to distinguish 

(Bothmer, 1992). Within the genus are annual and perennial species, with H. vulgare subsp. 

vulgare being an annual (Bothmer, 1992). It has a high potential for yield, and has adapted to 

a wide range of conditions across the cool temperate regions (Langer and Hill, 1991). In 

addition, it is a short season crop with an early maturing grain (Nevo, 1992). It is not suited to 

humid climates (Nevo, 1992). 

 

The domesticated species of barley originated from the two-rowed sub species Hordeum 

vulgare subsp. spontaneum, which still occurs today (Bothmer, 1992). Unlike the other 

species of Hordeum, the domesticated barley may grow as a two-rowed or six-rowed form. At 

the spike, there are nodes which carry three spikelets. If all of the spikelets are fertile, there 

will be three rows of grain on each side of the rachis resulting in a six-rowed cultivar. If only 

the median of the three spikelets at each node is fertile, the cultivar will be two-rowed (Langer 

and Hill, 1991). The genetic difference between these two phenotypes is very small, a single 

mutation involving two genes can change one form into the other (Langer and Hill, 1991). Six 

rowed races appeared about 8000 years ago, after the crop had been domesticated (Helbaek, 

1966). The domesticated species is diploid with a total of 14 chromosomes; tetraploids are 

uncommon. It is self pollinating (Langer and Hill, 1991). 

 

The main use for barley today is in the brewing industry, where the grain is used to produce 

malt, which is then fermented to produce beer (Langer and Hill, 1991). The malt may also be 

used as an ingredient in baking or for producing malt vinegar (Langer and Hill, 1991). The 

grain from two rowed cultivars is preferred for malting. The grain needs to be clean and 

plump, with a high carbohydrate content, high germination capacity and a relatively low 

nitrogen content  (Kelleher, 1994). Small grains with a nitrogen content above 1.8% may not 

be accepted by brewers for malt production (Langer and Hill, 1991). Other uses of the crop 

include animal feed, either as green forage or as hay, it may be used as a rotation crop, or the 

grain may be harvested as a food source for animals and humans (Langer and Hill, 1991; 

Kelleher, 1994). 

 

 

1.3  Diseases of barley – leaf scald 

The majority of the carbohydrate deposited in the grain arises from photosynthesis after ear 

emergence, the plant does not draw significantly upon its energy reserves to ripen and develop 
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the grain (Langer and Hill, 1991). Hence the condition of the plant at this time can have a 

significant impact on final yield and quality of the grain. Barley may suffer from a wide range 

of diseases and disorders. They may be caused by nutritional deficiencies or other 

environmental factors, or result from infection by a pathogenic organism. The casual agents of 

the infectious diseases include viruses, bacteria, nematodes and fungi (Mathre, 1997). The  

diseases which are caused by fungi are considered to be of the greatest agronomic importance  

(Jorgensen, 1992). The relative importance of each disease is affected by the local 

environment, the cultivars grown, and the pathogens present in the area (Jorgensen, 1992; 

Mathre, 1997). More than 30 fungal-caused diseases of barley are known, but it is the 

pathogens known as net blotch (Pyrenophora teres), powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis), 

leaf rust (Puccinia hordei) and leaf scald (Rhynchosporium secalis) (Mathre, 1997) which are 

considered to be the most widespread and damaging.  

 

Leaf scald is widespread across the barley growing areas of the UK, Europe, North America 

and Australia (Davis, 1919; Skoropad, 1960; Ayesu-Offei, 1971; Carvajal, 1989; Mercier and 

Martin, 1990). More recently it has become prevalent in South America, Africa, and Japan 

(Karjalainen, 1990; Holley and Calpas, 1994; Carmona and Barreto, 1995; Salamati and 

Magnus, 1997; Fukuyama et al., 1998). In warmer climates the infection proceeds much more 

rapidly and extensively, but in colder climates sporulation occurs more readily, thereby 

increasing the possibility of multiple infections. The ability of R. secalis to grow and 

sporulate at lower temperatures (around 5°C) can result in the infection becoming well 

established during cold spells when the plant is not actively growing (Gilmour, 1967). Hence 

in locations where the barley growing season is cold and wet, conditions are ideal for the 

disease (Salamati and Magnus, 1997). Producing high quality malting grain requires both high 

humidity and mild temperatures to enable a long period of grain fill (Gilmour et al., 1992),  

conditions which are also ideal for the disease. 

 

Scald disease reduces the grain weight without affecting the total number of grains produced 

(Khan and Crosbie, 1988; Karjalainen, 1990; Scott et al., 1992). The loss of grain weight (or 

plumpness) can result in the downgrading of a potential malting grade grain to that of feed 

grade, resulting in considerable financial losses to the grower (Khan and Crosbie, 1988). 

Scald incidence and severity of intensified during the 1980’s; the average yield losses in the 

UK had risen to over 20% (Polley et al., 1993b). The average losses in southern Australia at 

this time were approximately 15% (Brown, 1985), with losses 20% to 40% occurring in some 
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years (Mayfield et al., 1981; Khan, 1986). Subsequent increases in the occurrence and 

severity of scald disease can be largely attributed to increases in the growing area of barley 

combined with barley monoculture and reduced tillage practices, which allow the infected 

stubble to remain in the field between seasons (Stedman, 1982; Elen, 2002). 

 

While it has been noted that a flush of growth may compensate for early infection (Brooks, 

1928; James et al., 1968), a later or secondary infection can have a severe effect on growth 

and yield. When plants are infected during the later growth stages when the grain is ripening, 

they have a reduced capacity to recover from the infection (James et al., 1968; Mayfield and 

Clare, 1991). Increased sowing density of the crop may or may not compensate for yield 

losses (Khan, 1988). 

 

 

1.4  Rhynchosporium secalis – the causal agent of leaf scald 

R. secalis was first described in 1897 by Oudemans as Marsonia secalis (Oudemans, 1897). 

Over the next three years the fungus was renamed twice, then Davis renamed it to R. secalis 

(Oud). Davis, the name by which it is known today (Davis, 1919). Although R. secalis can 

infect all parts of the foliage (Ali, 1974), it is most prominent on the leaf blades, hence its 

common names of leaf scald or leaf blotch. R. secalis has been detected on many grasses 

including barley, rye, wheat, triticale, barley grasses, ryegrasses and other wild grasses 

(Brooks, 1928; Caldwell, 1937; Gilmour, 1967; Welty and Metzger, 1996). Individual isolates 

may be able to infect different species (Brown, 1990; Jorgensen and Smedegaard-Petersen, 

1995) or may be host specialised and unable to infect barley as well as non-barley hosts or 

vice versa (Caldwell, 1937; Reed, 1957; Kay and Owen, 1973b; Cromey and Mulholland, 

1988).  

 

In vitro, the conidia germinate within a few hours in water at temperatures between 15°C and 

18°C (Skoropad, 1960). Above and below this range, the germination process was impaired, 

with the minimum temperature required for germination being 4°C and temperatures above 

27°C resulting in the swelling and rupture of the conidia (Caldwell, 1937; Skoropad, 1960). 

The optimum temperature for germ tube elongation is between 18°C and 21°C (Caldwell, 

1937; Salamati and Magnus, 1997). Sporulation is inhibited at temperatures between 22°C 

and 27°C (Skoropad, 1959). The use of media with low sugar content such as corn meal, 

oatmeal and lima bean produces mycelial and conidial development which most closely 
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resembles that which occurs on the host (Caldwell, 1937), and favours sporulation (Jenkyn 

and Griffiths, 1976). 

 

1.4.1  R. secalis – a highly variable pathogen 

Despite the apparent lack of a sexual stage (Reed, 1957; Schein, 1960; Habgood, 1973), R. 

secalis populations contain a very high level of genetic variation. In order to generate new 

pathogenic races, it is thought that the fungus undergoes asexual recombination (Newman, 

1985; Goodwin et al., 1993; Burdon et al., 1994; Salamati et al., 2000) and mutation 

(Goodwin et al., 1994). Numerous and complex pathotypes have been identified, mostly by 

their ability to infect a range of barley cultivars. Such cultivars are termed a differential set. 

Field isolates sampled from across the world have been screened against various differential 

sets. Studies in England (Fowler and Owen, 1971; Williams and Owen, 1973), the U.S.A. ( 

Caldwell, 1937; Schein, 1960; Dyck and Schaller, 1961; Jackson and Webster, 1976; 

Goodwin et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1992), Canada (Tekauz, 1991; Xue et al., 1991), Australia 

(Ali and Boyd, 1974; Ali et al., 1976; Brown, 1985; Brown, 1990), New Zealand (Cromey, 

1987), Japan (Fukuyama et al., 1998), Europe (Hansen and Magnus, 1973; Jorgensen and 

Smedegaard-Petersen, 1995; Salamati and Tronsmo, 1997) Mexico (Carvajal, 1985) and 

South Africa ( Robbertse et al., 2000a; Robbertse et al., 2000b) have all recorded the presence 

of pathogenic variation. The range and complexity of a sample of isolates has been observed 

to be as great within the sampling locations as between them (Goodwin et al., 1992; 

McDonald et al., 1999). More recently, isozyme profiles (Newman, 1985; Newton, 1991; 

Goodwin et al., 1993; Burdon et al., 1994) and molecular markers (McDonald et al., 1999; 

Robbertse and Crous, 2000; Newton et al., 2001) have been used to characterise isolates. 

Again, a high level of variation has been observed. 

 

 

1.5  The infection process of R. secalis 

The primary source of inoculum for the initial infection of an emerging barley crop is the 

mycelia and conidia already present in the field on the crop debris and alternative hosts such 

as barley grasses and other weeds (Caldwell, 1937; Skoropad, 1960; Ayesu-Offei and Carter, 

1971; Davis and Fitt, 1992). Infected seed may also be a source of inoculum (Skoropad, 1959; 

Habgood, 1971; Kay and Owen, 1973a). However, it does not survive in the soil where it is 

degraded by other microbes (Skoropad, 1966). 
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The infection often starts at the base of the leaf blade, where the auricles are attached to the 

stem (Smith, 1937), as it is at this point where a small reservoir of moisture and spores collect 

(Ayres and Owen, 1970). A film of water (leaf wetness) is required for between four (Brown, 

1991) and forty-eight hours (Davis and Fitt, 1994) to allow for the germination and 

subsequent infection of the leaf. Dry periods of eight hours or more during this initial stage 

can reduce the infection efficiency and final disease severity (Salamati and Magnus, 1997). 

After this time the drying of the leaf surface does not noticeably affect the extent of the final 

infection (Davis and Fitt, 1994). Cool temperatures (between 3°C and 9°C) also promote high 

levels of infection (Brown, 1991) and can prolong the length of time over which the infection 

occurs (Davis and Fitt, 1994). The initial leaf wetness may also be required to leach away any 

germination inhibitors present in the conidial suspension (Ayres and Owen, 1970). Such 

inhibitors are thought to prevent germination from occurring in sporulating lesions (Ayres and 

Owen, 1970), thus promoting the dissemination of the fungus.  Splash dispersal of conidia 

from lesions would also facilitate the leaching or dilution of such inhibitors. While washing 

(by rain or irrigation) was found to remove these germination inhibitors, it did not leach from 

the conidia the nutrients essential for germination or the stimulants from the leaf surface 

(Ayres and Owen, 1970). The conidial suspension may also contain factors which can 

increase the wetability of the leaves, hence enhancing and prolonging the surface wetness and 

thereby  facilitating the germination of the conidia. These factors are specialised towards the 

host plant, and have not been observed to produce a similar effect on the leaves of non host 

plants (Davis and Evans, 1990). 

 

The conidia germinate on the leaf surface, producing branched germ tubes with rounded 

appressoria at the ends. Several appressoria may develop from one germ tube (Caldwell, 

1937). Appressoria may also form directly from the conidia (Jorgensen et al., 1993). These 

appressoria can directly penetrate the cuticle (Caldwell, 1937; Ayesu-Offei and Clare, 1970; 

Jones and Ayres, 1974) usually via the space between the stomata and the guard cells or the 

space between the guard cells and the contiguous epidermal cells (Ayesu-Offei and Clare, 

1970). The hyphae then extend into the subcuticular layer between the cuticle and the 

epidermal cells, without disrupting the epidermal cell wall (Jorgensen et al., 1993). Haloes 

form at the contact sites (Ayesu-Offei and Clare, 1970) and increase in size during the first 24 

hours of infection (Jorgensen et al., 1993). Papillae are formed on the inner side of the cell 

wall, and are larger in scald resistant than in scald susceptible barley cultivars (Jorgensen et 

al., 1993). The papillae and haloes gradually disappear over the next six to ten days 
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(Jorgensen et al., 1993). The outer epidermal wall thickens in response to the hyphal presence 

(Caldwell, 1937; Jones and Ayres, 1974). The penetration of the leaf to the subcuticular level 

takes approximately forty-eight hours (Caldwell, 1937). The hyphae then grow rapidly and 

branch out (Caldwell, 1937), resulting in the radial growth of the infection via the elongating 

hyphae. Two distinct types of hyphae may develop (Caldwell, 1937); an initial thin branched 

hyphae, and a thicker hyphae which in susceptible cultivars, may later penetrate through the 

intercellular spaces of the mesophyll (Jorgensen et al., 1993). The amount of hyphae present 

during the infection of resistant cultivars is much less than that in susceptible cultivars, as in 

non compatible interactions no hyphal growth occurs on the inner side of the epidermis or into 

the mesophyll (Jorgensen et al., 1993). Exudates produced by the fungus during the infection  

process can stimulate the biosynthesis of polysaccharides by the plant cells, which are a 

source of nutrients for the growing fungus (Mazars et al., 1990). This can further promote the 

hyphal colonisation of the subcuticular layer. 

 

During the subcuticular phase of the infection, the uptake of solutes in the free space above 

the epidermal cells by the mycelia results in a reduction of the osmotic pressure and of 

nutrients to be leached from the nearby epidermal cells (Jones and Ayres, 1972). By the 

seventh day of the infection process, the permeability of the host cells has increased, 

facilitating a greater efflux of fungal growth promoting nutrients (Jones and Ayres, 1972). At 

this point the stomatal opening in the plant is increased, due to the changes in turgor pressure 

between the stomatal guard cells and their surrounding epidermal cells caused by the lose of 

solutes (Ayres, 1972). Thus the stromata at the infection site are open more widely than 

normal. (Ayres and Jones, 1975; Davis et al., 1994). The increased stomatal opening 

facilitates increased transpiration.  

 

Throughout the infection process it is only the areas of dead and dying plant cells that are 

colonised by the fungal hyphae (Ayesu-Offei and Clare, 1970). Toxic metabolites may be 

excreted by the fungus, and these toxins diffuse into the surrounding tissue and subsequently 

kill the plant cells (Ayesu-Offei and Carter, 1971; Mazars et al., 1990; Hahn et al., 1993). 

Hence these toxins can be important in the development of the disease symptoms (Auriol et 

al., 1978; Wevelsiep et al., 1991; Hahn et al., 1993). To date, three main groups of toxins 

have been characterised; rhynchosporides (Auriol et al., 1978; Beier et al., 1983), 

glycoproteins (Mazars et al., 1984; Mazars et al., 1989a; Mazars et al., 1989b; Mazars et al., 
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1990) and necrosis inducing proteins (Knogge et al., 1991; Wevelsiep et al., 1991; Wevelsiep 

et al., 1993; Rohe et al., 1995). 

 

As the infection develops the thicker hyphae are produced and the greyish colour develops on 

the leaf. The epidermal cell wall collapses (Caldwell, 1937) in advance of the hyphae 

(Jorgensen et al., 1993), which then penetrate through the collapsed epidermal cells into the 

mesophyll cells. This process may take nine days (Caldwell, 1937), or between ten and 

fourteen days (Jones and Ayres, 1972). During the mesophyll infection, the fungal stroma 

forms (Jorgensen et al., 1993). Conidia develop after the complete breakdown of the leaf 

tissue at infected areas. The conidia are direct outgrowths from the stroma, and are most 

abundant at the central and most completely collapsed area of the infection (Caldwell, 1937). 

This is most noticeable upon full infections of susceptible cultivars. However, sporulation 

may also occur at the leaf margins on resistant plants, without tissue collapse (Jorgensen et 

al., 1993). Initially, the subcuticular hyphae stretch, but do not rupture, the cuticle of the host. 

It is in the later stages of infection when the sporulation occurs, that the cuticle is ruptured 

(Jones and Ayres, 1974; Jorgensen et al., 1993). 

 

The conidia produced at the end of the initial infection can be the source of secondary 

infection. Secondary inoculation of the basal leaves is a major contributor to the amount of 

disease at stem extension (Davis and Fitt, 1992). Sporulation can persist through several 

cycles on living and senescent leaves (Skoropad, 1966). The conidia are mostly splash 

dispersed by rain (Smith, 1937; Skoropad, 1959). Even very light rainfall can spread the 

conidia, however intense showers are likely to spread the disease more effectively than longer 

periods of continuous rain (Fitt et al., 1986). Although the drops would not travel very far 

from their source those conidia which are dislodged by the rain may then be carried 

considerable distances by the wind (Smith, 1937; Fitt et al., 1986). Rain, mist and dew also 

stimulate guttation and the production of leaf exudates (Morgan and Turkey, 1964), this also 

increases the ability of the fungus to germinate and infect its host (Ayres and Owen, 1970). 

 

 

1.6  Prevention and control of scald 

Naturally the interaction between a host and a pathogen would involve a balance in which 

they evolve together (McDonald et al., 1989; Jorgensen, 1992; Nevo, 1992). However, it is 

necessary to shift this balance in favour of the plant for the benefit of agriculture. The 
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likelihood of disease occurrence can be, in part, predicted according to the disease levels of 

the previous seasons (Xue and Hall, 1991; Polley et al., 1993a; Polley et al., 1993b) in 

combination with the weather conditions of the present season (Werres and Hindorf, 1993; 

Khoury and Kranz, 1994; Carmona et al., 1997). This information can then be used by the 

grower for preparing a strategy for disease prevention and/or control. 

 

1.6.1 Chemical means 

The most common means of controlling the disease by chemical means is by the application 

of fungicides (Jenkins and Melville, 1972; Jordan et al., 1991; Polley et al., 1993a) or, less 

commonly, by fumigation (McLeod, 1988; Mansfield et al., 1991). The use of fungicides has 

increased substantially over the past few decades (Polley et al., 1993b). Field trials have 

found combinations of fungicides with different modes of action to be more effective.  

However, the outcome was influenced by the time of year of sowing, the fungicide used and 

barley cultivar sown (Jordan et al., 1991; Jedel and Helm, 1992). An anti-

transpirant/fungicide combination was shown to provide better scald control than just a 

fungicide alone (Nasraoui and Mansour, 1996). Fungicide application to susceptible varieties 

can increase the resultant yields by up to 40% (Khan, 1986; Scott et al., 1992). The timing of 

the fungicide application also has a great impact upon the level of disease control obtained 

(Scott et al., 1992). Due to the costs involved in pesticide application, fungicide use may only 

be justified when the expected yield increases and overall yield per hectare are high (Khan, 

1986; Tekauz, 1991; Jedel and Helm, 1992).  

 

The increased use of fungicides presents the fungal population with increased selection 

pressures, which can result in a loss of sensitivity to fungicide applications (Kendall et al., 

1993; Taggart et al., 1998). It also increases the likelihood of fungicide resistant genotypes 

arising in the field (Kendall et al., 1994; Locke and Phillips, 1995; Wheeler et al., 1995; 

Taggart et al., 1999). In addition, environmental concerns have resulted in legislation to be 

passed in some European countries, which aims to generally reduce the use of pesticides, 

including fungicides (Jorgensen, 1992). 

 

1.6.2  Biological control 

The use of biological control agents to control scald is still a relatively unexplored area. Plant 

growth promoting Trichoderma have been tested as seed dressings, with an efficacy of 

between 30% and 90% (Kulichova, 1997). Earlier studies on R. secalis found that spore 
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germination is sensitive to the presence of leaf bacteria and their diffusates (Rotem et al., 

1976). However, the possibility of using these bacteria as biological control agents was not 

pursued. 

 

1.6.3  Preventative techniques 

Crop mixtures have been noted as a potential means for controlling splash dispersed 

pathogens (Gieffers and Hesselbach, 1988a; Gieffers and Hesselbach, 1988b; Gieffers and 

Hesselbach, 1988c; Newton et al., 1997). The implementation of crop mixtures instead of 

chemical treatments have been tested as more environmentally conscious means of disease 

control. A combination of barley cultivars (Gieffers and Hesselbach, 1988a; Gieffers and 

Hesselbach, 1988b; Mundt et al., 1994), or barley and oats (Vilich, 1992; Karjalainen and 

Jokinen, 1993) resulted in substantial and consistent reductions in the amount of disease. In 

some cases the disease control was comparable to that obtained through fungicide 

applications (Vilich, 1992; Karjalainen and Jokinen, 1993; Mundt et al., 1994). However, in 

barley/oat mixtures competition between the varieties can be very important in determining 

the final yield of each cultivar (Karjalainen and Jokinen, 1993). The mixing of barley 

cultivars may not always be successful in reducing the overall disease severity (Abbott et al., 

2000), although benefit has been shown using sowing mixtures of up to six different barley 

cultivars, with increasing benefit arising from using a higher number of cultivars (Jedel and 

Helm, 1992; Newton et al., 1997). The results of such trials are, of course, dependant upon 

the resistance background of the cultivars used in each particular area (Aufhammer et al., 

1985; McDonald et al., 1988). Increasing the sowing density of the crop has been found to 

have no effect on or compensation for the disease severity (Carvajal et al., 1988; Khan, 1988). 

While the use of cultivar mixtures may assist in reducing disease severity, it can be 

impractical if the crop is to be harvested for producing malt, unless the different cultivars can 

be harvested separately. 

 

Although the application of fertilisers to improve plant vigour may be of assistance in 

preventing disease (Banyer et al., 1994), elevated levels of nutrients, especially nitrogen, can 

also result in an increase in disease severity (Couture and Isfan, 1986; Newton et al., 2002). In 

addition, although nitrogen fertilisers may improve yield (Smith et al., 2000), at the same time 

it may result in a higher protein concentration in the grain thereby reducing its suitability for 

malting (Langer and Hill, 1991).  
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Other means of disease control include preventative measures, which involve the reduction of  

the amount of debris and alternate hosts in the field, thereby reducing the level of the primary 

inoculum. Removal of crop residues may be done via incorporation into the soil or by burning 

(Mayfield and Clare, 1985), although incorporation of the straw into the soil was found to be 

of greatest benefit in the overall reduction of scald disease (Jenkyn et al., 1995). Herbicides 

such as paraquat and glyphosate can also be used to prevent the growth of alternate hosts such 

as barley grasses and other weeds (Stedman, 1982; Lemerle et al., 1986). However, an 

increased use of herbicides may not be feasible for economic or environmental reasons. 

 

 

1.7  Genetic basis of scald resistance 

Resistance genes have been initially identified in barley via the inability of particular R. 

secalis isolates to infect a given cultivar. This is usually detected as the absence or limitation 

of the visible lesions. Further characterisation of the resistance genes may be obtained via 

their mode of inheritance. More recent studies have also utilised molecular maps and markers 

to assist in determining the location of resistance genes on various chromosomes of the barley 

genome. 

 

The earliest publication regarding the identification of resistance genes identified a single 

recessive factor in one unspecified cultivar, conferring resistance to one isolate (Mackie, 

1929). Later, a single dominant gene was identified in the cultivars La Mesita, Trebi and 

Modoc; with an additional single recessive gene in Trebi and Modoc (Riddle and Briggs, 

1950). As the studies progressed, larger numbers of isolates were used to differentiate the 

resistance response of the cultivars, enabling a greater number of resistance genes to be 

identified, and the complexity of the resistance genotype of the cultivars to be realised. 

 

One of the most extensive studies of scald resistance genes (Dyck and Schaller, 1961b) 

identified resistance genes in Atlas (Rh2), Atlas 46 (Rh2, Rh3), Turk (Rh3, Rh5), La Mesita 

(Rh4), Trebi (Rh4) and Modoc (Rh4, Rh42). It also confirmed a previous report regarding the 

presence of Rh in Brier (Bryner, 1959). The resistance gene Rh4 was linked to Rh3, and both 

genes were alleles of Rh. In addition, Rh5 was independent of Rh3 and Rh4. A similar study 

identified Rh3 in the cultivar CI3515 (Wells and Skoropad, 1963). Later studies concluded 

that there was only one resistance gene (Rh5) in Turk (Baker and Larter, 1963; Wells and 

Skoropad, 1963; Habgood and Hayes, 1971).  The recessive resistance genes rh6 and rh7 
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were identified in Jet and Steudelli (Baker and Larter, 1963), however rh7 was later 

determined to be another allele of Rh (Habgood and Hayes, 1971).  

It is to be noted that the use of different isolates will provide different information regarding 

the resistance genotype of a particular cultivar (Baker and Larter, 1963). The gene symbols 

used for the designation of scald resistance genes were later converted the RrsX notation, 

where X is the number of the corresponding Rh gene (Sogaard and von Wettstein-Knowles, 

1987). 

 

Over the past one hundred years the gradual replacement of regional barley ‘landraces’ by 

pureline cultivars has resulted in the narrowing of the genetic base (Nevo, 1992). The 

cultivars of modern barley have substantially less genetic diversity as compared with the wild 

gene pool (Nevo et al., 1979). The loss of genetic diversity of a number of crop plants has 

accelerated in recent decades, with many crops being increasingly susceptible to disease, pests 

and environmental stresses (Plucknett et al., 1983). Despite this, other Hordeum species have 

had relatively little input in the breeding of more resilient and vigorous barley cultivars 

(Bothmer, 1992). It is possibile for H. vulage subsp. spontaneum (the wild progenator) to be 

used as a source of genes for disease resistance (Abbott et al., 1991) as well as other 

agronomic characteristics (Segal et al., 1987; Bothmer, 1992) as it belongs to the primary 

gene pool of barley, hence there are no biological barriers for crosses with the cultivated form 

(Asfaw and Bothmer, 1990; Bothmer, 1992). Resistance for scald from H. vulgare subsp. 

spontaneum were incorporated into a susceptible cultivar of malting barley and enabled an 

improvement on the yield obtainable under disease pressure from R. secalis (Abbott et al., 

1992; Brown et al., 1996). Barley grass (H. leporinum) has also been noted a possible source 

of dominant resistance genes to R. secalis (Ali, 1981).  

  

Further characterisation may involve locating the genes to chromosomes. The Rh-Rh3-Rh4 

locus was designated to chromosome 3 (Dyck and Schaller, 1961b). This was later confirmed 

for Rh (Rrs1) (Habgood and Hayes, 1971; Shipton et al., 1974; Hahn et al., 1993). This region 

was recently reviewed and subsequently designated as the Rrs1 locus (Bjornstad et al., 2002). 

Chromosome 3 is important in scald resistance, and variation in scald resistance in this 

chromosomal region has been noted (Penner et al., 1998). The Rrs2 locus has been located on 

chromosome 1 (Schweizer et al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 2001). Other studies enabled the 

location of Rh9 and rrs6 to a region of chromosome 4 (Bockelman et al., 1977; Sogaard and 

von Wettstein-Knowles, 1987), which has recently been designated as the Rrs3 locus 
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(Bjornstad et al., 2002). The genes Rrs12, Rrs13 and Rrs14, derived from the wild barley H. 

vulgare subsp. spontanemum, have been located to chromosomes 1, 6 and 5 respectively 

(Abbot et al, 1992; Garvin et al, 1997). Despite the number of genes identified, it is the three 

loci Rrs1, Rrs2 and Rrs3 that represent the majority of the resistance genes known against 

Rhynchosporium. 

 

Recently, molecular markers such as RFLP’s (restriction fragment length polymorphism's) 

and RAPD’s (randomly amplified polymorphic DNA) have been used to assist in the 

identification and localisation of new and already known scald resistance genes (Barua et al., 

1993; Abbott et al., 1995; Backes et al., 1995; Schweizer et al., 1995; Graner and Tekauz, 

1996; Garvin et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2001; Reitan et al., 2002). These techniques may 

also assist in gene pyramiding to breed cultivars with enhanced and durable scald resistance 

(Schweizer et al., 1995). Pyramiding may be needed in arease where single gene resistance 

may be overcome quickly by the local R. secalis population (Goodwin et al., 1992; Jeffries et 

al, 2000). 

A number of marker maps of the barley genome have been deduced (Heun et al., 1991; 

Kleinhofs et al., 1993), and have been of assistance in localising new resistance genes such as 

Rhy (Barua et al., 1993). Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) measuring scald resistance have also 

enabled the resistance genes to be located (Backes, et al., 1995). 

 

Cultivars that possess similar or even identical resistance genotypes may produce different 

resistance responses to certain isolates (Jackson and Webster, 1976b; Brown, 1990). In such 

cases, the cultivars may have additional genes that are involved in the resistance response, or 

alternatively the genotypes of the cultivars are not truly identical (Jackson and Webster, 

1976a). Hence, the identification of scald resistance genes as determined by the response of 

the cultivar to a set of R. secalis isolates depends greatly upon the genotypes of the isolates 

themselves (Jackson, 1971). In addition, the designations for scald resistance genes are 

perceived to be complex and inconsistent (Kari and Griffiths, 1993; Robinson et al., 1996). 

Hence, the designation and notation was recently reviewed and revised (Bjornstad et al., 

2002). The degree of environmental variation in the field may also contribute to the 

inconsistencies that may be observed in field screens. Hence the screening of barley plants 

with sets of isolates should be performed under precisely controlled conditions (Evans and 

Griffiths, 1971; Kari and Griffiths, 1993; Forough-Wehr et al., 1995; Graner and Tekauz, 

1996). 
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1.8  Defence responses of  barley to R. secalis colonisation 

During the infection process, the fungus encounters two very different environments, each 

with dangers and rewards for the fungus. The first is the leaf surface (phylloplane) where it is 

exposed to the environment and other micro-organisms. The second is the intercellular space 

of the plant in the sub-cuticular layer (refer to Figs 1.1 and 1.2). This is a more stable 

physiological environment, but one where the fungus may be subjected to a variety of defence 

responses. Most of the time spent by the fungus during the infection process is in the sub-

cuticular plane. 

 

1.8.1  The interactions between R. secalis and the barley leaf surface  

The susceptibility or resistance of a plant to infection may, in part, be determined by the 

conditions prevailing at the surface of the leaf prior to attempted infection (Blakeman, 1971). 

Although much research has been done to determine the effect of conditions such as 

temperature and leaf humidity on the infection process of R. secalis, very few studies have 

focused on the contribution of the plant to this environment. 

  

It has been observed that on some cultivars the germination of the conidia of some isolates 

may be reduced (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990) or delayed (Ali, 1972; Ali, 1974). Upon the 

removal of exudates that acted to suppress the growth of the fungus in vitro, it was proposed 

that phytoalexins may be produced by the cultivars (Ali, 1972). 

 

The cutin and wax layers of the outer leaf have not been found to provide protection against 

appressorial penetration (Ayres and Owen, 1971; Ali, 1974), and may only offer a small 

amount of physical resistance (Martin, 1965; Fowler and Owen, 1971). However, in later 

studies the formation of papillae and appositions in the cell walls in response to appressorial 

contact appears to be a defence mechanism effective in reducing and impairing the fungal 

penetration (Jorgensen et al., 1993; Xi et al., 2000). 

 

It is noted that the host-pathogen interactions at the very early stages of the infection have not 

been thoroughly studied (Xi et al., 2000). There is potential for outer surface to have a larger 

role in the defence response than previously anticipated, remembering that it is at this stage 

where the germinating conidia are at their most vulnerable point while they are exposed to the 
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environment. 

 

1.8.2  Sub cuticular defence responses to R. secalis 

A cultivar that is regarded as being resistant to particular isolate(s), is usually one in which the 

macroscopically visible symptoms of the infection (such as lesions) do not occur after a 

suitable incubation time. The plants defence responses can be activated via the recognition of 

exudates from the invading fungus (Mazars et al., 1990). During the initial recognition phase 

between barley and R. secalis, there is no direct contact between the fungus and the plant 

plasmalemma (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990). Hence, the resistance response must be 

triggered by diffusible factors crossing the plant cell wall (Knogge et al., 1991; Hahn et al., 

1993). Within twelve hours of  inoculation, the levels within the leaf of mRNA’s encoding 

peroxidases and the pathogenesis related thaumatin-like proteins (PRHv-1) increase greatly 

(Hahn et al., 1993), along with mRNA’s for glycine-rich proteins (Molina et al., 1997). This 

response was well in advance of the hyphal penetration, which occurrs at approximately 

twenty-four hours post inoculation (Hahn et al., 1993).  

 

The inhibition of the invading hyphae relies on the action of a number of defences, including 

enzymes and proteins, such as the pathogenesis related (PR) proteins. The β-glucanases are 

PR proteins, which act to degrade the fungal hyphae via hydrolysis of the β-glucans present in 

the fungal cell wall. This action may be enhanced by chitinases (Leah et al., 1991). Upon 

infection with R. secalis the synthesis of β-glucanases may occur more rapidly and at higher 

levels in cultivars that are resistant compared to those which are susceptible (Roulin et al., 

1997). Their activity can be stimulated in response to fungal toxins such as glycoproteins 

(Mazars et al., 1990). In addition, they may also have a role in the inactivation of the fungal 

toxins such as rhynchosporides, which can be efficiently broken down by β-glucanases 

(Auriol et al., 1978). However, this mechanism has not been shown to act as a resistance 

mechanism in vivo (Rafenomananjara et al., 1979). 

 

Other non-specific defence responses to R. secalis may involve an increase in the level of 

peroxidases and phenolic compounds (Scott-Craig et al., 1995), although phenolics and other 

phytoalexins are most commonly produced as a result of the hypersensitive response (Isaac, 

1992), which does not occur in the R. secalis - barley interaction (Hahn et al., 1993). 

Localised plugging of the xylem vessels may occur in response to fungal toxins, and may 

assist in the confinement of the invading hyphae (Mazars et al., 1989a).  
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In addition, the NIP1 toxin has been found to be an elicitor of barley defence responses only 

in cultivars carrying the Rrs1 gene (Hahn et al., 1993; Rohe et al., 1995). Thereby, the R. 

secalis - barley interaction follows the gene-for-gene concept (Flor, 1955), whereby the 

product of the fungal avirulence gene (NIP1) initiates a series of events regulated by the 

barley resistance gene Rrs1, which results in the resistance response of PR proteins and 

peroxidases (Hahn et al., 1993; Higgins et al., 1998). The interaction of the fungal avirulence 

gene products (including NIP1) with the plant defence genes is further discussed in a review 

by Lauge and DeWit (Lauge and DeWit, 1998). 

 

 

1.9  The outer layers of the leaf and the leaf surface – a potential source of antifungal 

agents 

Protecting the epidermal cells from the environment is a layer of pectin, which is covered by 

the cuticle, and then a layer of waxes (Fig. 1.2). The thickness of these layers varies between  

different plant species, in barley the pectic layer in about 0.25 µm, the cuticle is about 0.1 µm 

and the wax layer is less than 1 µm thick. As well as providing a physical and chemical 

barrier to pathogens, another function of the cuticle and wax layer is to waterproof the plant 

(Holloway, 1971). This is provided by the chemical properties of the waxes, which extend 

through the cuticle and form a layer on the surface. The parallel ridges produced by the 

venation systems of the barley leaves trap air films, which can also prevent water from 

making contact with the leaf surface (Holloway, 1971).  

 

The composition of leaf surface waxes is most commonly a mixture of long chain n-alkanes, 

n-alkyl esters and aldehydes, n-primary and secondary alcohols and n-monobasic acids. 

Variations occur in the numbers, relative amounts and the homologue chain lengths of the 

various classes present depending upon the species being examined (Holloway, 1971). The 

waxes of barley consist mainly of n-alkanes, where the chain length ranges from 20 to 50 

carbons atoms (Reynhardt and Riederer, 1994). 

 

Wax is of potentially great significance for plant disease resistance because it is the first 

contact border between plant and pathogen (Jorgensen et al., 1995). Fungal inhibitory 

properties of surface waxes and/or other components associated with the waxes have been 

observed for a wide variety of plant species (Martin et al., 1957; Venkata Ram, 1962; 
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Johnston and Sproston, 1965; Blakeman and Sztejnberg, 1973; Blakeman and Atkinson, 

1976; Wagner, 1991). The most common group of compounds that have been identified are a 

group of phenolics classed as furanocoumarins (Martin et al., 1966). Phenolics (von 

Ropenack et al., 1998) and lipid transfer proteins (Molina et al., 1993) have been isolated 

from barley waxes, both of which have been found to be anti-fungal. Some studies suggest 

that the wax of barley does not significantly contribute to the resistance against the fungal 

pathogens R. secalis (Ayres and Owen, 1970; Ali, 1974) and the powdery mildew fungus 

Blumeria graminis (Holthuis and Boyle, 1989; Carver and Thomas, 1990), and may be more 

important in providing a defence against aphid predation (Tsumuki et al., 1989). Hence, any 

defence response against fungal pathogens on the barley leaf surface may instead be due to 

the presence of anti-fungal agents in the exudates of the plant.  

 

A wide range of plant compounds are exuded onto the leaf surface, some of which have anti-

fungal properties. These anti-fungal exudates may have been formed within cells of the 

epidermal tissues and reach the surface by diffusion or leaching (Tukey, 1971; Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1981). They may be associated with the cuticular wax, or they may be stored and/or 

transported through trichomes (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981; Sterling et al., 1987; Wagner, 

1991). The trichomes of barley are non-glandular (Yoshida et al., 1993), and may sometimes 

be referred to as hydathodes (Dieffenbach et al., 1980; Frossard, 1981). They are a passive 

means of transporting exudates to the leaf surface.  
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Fig. 1.1 Cross section of a leaf (Tais and Zeiger, 1991). An enlargement of the region
comprising of the upper epidermal cells and the leaf surface is shown inFig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1 .2 -Detailed view of the components of the cuticle (Tais and Zeiger,1991).
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A study on the guttation fluids of barley found the presence of nitrates, phosphates, 

ammonium, potassium, minor elements and sugars (glucose and galactose were predominant), 

succinic acid, amino acids, vitamins and vitamin-like substances (Goatley and Lewis, 1966).  

The stimulation of the germination and hyphal growth of fungal pathogens by exudates from 

various plant species (Pero and Howard, 1970; Chet et al., 1973; Godfrey, 1974; Purkayastha 

and Mukopadhyay, 1974) can usually be attributed to the carbohydrates (sugars) and amino 

acids (Godfrey, 1976). These primary metabolites are usually the main constituents on the leaf 

surface (Chet et al., 1973; Purkayastha and Mukopadhyay, 1974).  

 

Many of the anti-fungal agents that have been identified in leaf exudates are secondary 

metabolites. They may be constitutively present (phytoanticipins) or synthesised in response 

to pathogen attack (phytoalexins) (Osbourn, 1999). The most important groups of these 

metabolites are terpenes, phenolics and nitrogen-containing compounds (Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1981; Tais and Zeiger, 1991).  

 

Terpenoids have been isolated from the exudates of various plant species (Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1981 ; Hasidoko et al., 1994), and have been found to be active against a range of 

fungi (Bailey et al., 1975; Kennedy et al., 1995). The most common class of terpenoids is the 

monoterpenes, which comprises essential oils. These compounds can be highly active against 

fungi (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981), although they are usually associated with plant species 

which have glandular trichomes. 

 

A large number of studies have identified phenolics in leaf exudates (Brillova, 1971; Godfrey, 

1974; Godfrey and Clements, 1978; Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981 ; Reynolds, 1997). 

Identified phenolics include isoflavones such as luteone (Harborne et al., 1976), isoflavonoids 

(Ingham and Dewick, 1984; Ingham, 1991) and various flavonoids from the genera Asteracae 

(Wollenweber et al., 1993) and Artemisia (Valant and Wollenweber, 1995). 

 

The third group is the nitrogen-containing compounds, which include amino acids and 

alkaloids. Aspartic and glutamic acid were isolated from the exudates of faba bean, and were 

active against Aspergillus and Fusarium (Migahed and Nofel, 2001). Modified amino acids 

such as 3-hydroxy tyramine may also be present on leaf surfaces and suppress the germination 

of fungal conidia (Brillova, 1971). Alkaloids may also be important in leaf surface defence; 

the indole alkaloid gramine has been found on the leaf surface of barley (Yoshida et al., 
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1993), and can inhibit the growth of B. graminis (Wippich and Wink, 1985). Other substances 

with anti-fungal potential such as organic acids have been also found in exudates (Morgan 

and Turkey, 1964; Pero and Howard, 1970; Blakeman, 1971; Dix, 1974). Gallic acid (Dix, 

1974; Irvine et al., 1978) and malic acid (Hafiz, 1952) can inhibit the growth of a range of 

fungi which can infect plants via the leaf surface. 

 

Many of the anti-fungal constituents of leaf exudates have not been identified (Topps and 

Wain, 1957; Purnell, 1971; Mansfield et al., 1975; Schneider and Sinclair, 1975; Godfrey and 

Clements, 1978; El-Gindy, 1990; Rossall and Mansfield, 1990; Chakraborty and Saha, 1994; 

Prakash and Saharan, 1999). The guttation fluid of barley was found to inhibit the 

germination,  germ tube growth and appressoria formation of Cochliobolus sativus (Endo and 

Amacher, 1964; Frossard, 1981). However, there was no further separation of the exudates 

into pure compounds or any possible identification of the active components.  

 

While there have been very few studies on barley, much of the more recent work undertaken 

has been using species such as aloe and tobacco. The absence of information regarding the 

chemical environment of the barley leaf surface is surprising, considering the agricultural 

importance of barley and the economic significance of the foliar fungal diseases that affect it. 

In addition to their possible natural role in protection of plants against disease, it is noted that 

anti microbial chemicals may also be of further value, and provide a source of novel antibiotic 

substances for use in medicine or agriculture (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981). 

 

 

1.10  Project objective and aims 

This project aims to study at a biochemical level the interaction between the leaf surface of 

barley and R. secalis, and in particular the initial defence metabolites that may act to suppress 

the germination and subsequent germ tube growth of the fungal conidia. The desired outcome 

is to isolate and identify such factors. 
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Chapter 2 

Germination of R. secalis isolates on different barley cultivars 

 

 

2.1  Introduction 

The first contact points for air-borne pathogens are the outer parts of the plant. The leaf 

surface has been found to contribute both physical (Cutter, 1976) and chemical (Blakeman, 

1971; Godfrey, 1976; Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981; Frossard, 1981) defences against 

various bacterial and fungal pathogens. However, the role of the barley leaf surface in the 

defence response against Rhynchosporium secalis is unclear. There have been conflicting 

reports - some researchers found that the outer surface offers only a small amount of non-

specific physical resistance (Martin, 1965; Ayres and Owen, 1971; Fowler and Owen, 1971). 

Others have observed that the germination of some isolates may be suppressed upon certain 

cultivars (Ali, 1974; Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990), and hence hypothesised that this may be 

a resistance mechanism against infection (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990). Further research as 

to the identity of the chemical components involved in the interaction between barley and R. 

secalis has not yet been published. 

  

A preformed defence factor present on the leaf surface that can inhibit or suppress the 

germination of R. secalis conidia could reduce the penetration efficiency and delay the onset 

of the infection. As the conidia are very sensitive to ambient temperatures and desiccation 

(Caldwell, 1937; Skoropad, 1960), delay at this stage can be detrimental to the survival of the 

pathogen (Salamati and Magnus, 1997). As there have been few published observations of the 

suppression of conidial germination on the leaf surface, and little evidence as to the type of 

the factors that may be involved, further study of this process is warranted to determine if the 

suppression is due to the involvement of chemical factors. 

 

As a first step plant/fungal interactions need to be identified in which inhibition of conidial 

germination on the leaf surface is clearly recognisable. Therefore, ten R. secalis isolates, 

originally obtained from different field sites across Australia, were used to challenge the five 

barley cultivars Abyssinian, Atlas, Brier, Osiris, Turk and West China. 

Although the genotypes of the cultivars are noted (Section 2.2.2), it is not expected that the 

presence of particular genes will have a significant influence upon the display of any 

germination suppression response. These resistance genes have been identified and classified 
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according to the resistance of the plant to the final symptoms of necrosis and lesions, which is 

a result of the interactions occurring in the subcuticular plane. It is more likely that any 

inhibitory factors which are present on the leaf surface would be controlled by a different set 

of genes that have not yet been identified as being directly involved in the defence response 

against R. secalis. 

 

Cultivars West China (Ali, 1974) and Turk (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990) have previously 

shown a germination suppression response. Cultivars Brier and Osiris have a similar 

resistance genotype to Turk but they had previously been shown to have little suppression 

against isolates of R. secalis (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990). However, as the isolates used 

here differ from those used in other studies, they may provoke a different response from the 

cultivars. Abyssinian has not been previously trailed in this type of study.  

 

Post inoculation  time points at which observations have previously been taken were 36 hours 

(Ali, 1974), 6 days (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990) and 7 days (Jones and Ayres, 1974). 

However, these intervals may be too early or too late to detect the response of the conidia and 

their state due to any leaf surface factors. To provide enough time for the isolates to germinate 

and any inducible resistance responses to take effect, the leaves will therefore be harvested in 

this study at 3 and 5 days post-inoculation.  

 

 

2.2  Materials and Methods 

 2.2.1  Fungal isolates and spore isolation 

The R. secalis isolates had been previously obtained from infected leaves of plants grown in 

the field and stored on porcelain beads as single spore cultures at –20°C. All isolates were 

provided by Dara Melanson, formerly of the South Australian Research and Development 

Institute, Adelaide. Isolates were recovered from storage and cultured on lima bean media 

(Difco). The incubation conditions for all of the R. secalis plates and cultures used throughout 

this project was at 15°C in the dark. A single spore was re-plated, and at sporulation the 

spores were harvested using a metal loop and re-streaked onto lima bean media (Difco) for 

the production of inoculum. Cultures would produce conidia 11 to 14 days after plating. After 

harvesting from the plates the conidia were rinsed twice with sterile water, and kept on ice 

until required. Surplus conidia were stored in eppendorfs as suspensions (containing 15% v/v 

glycerol) at -20°C.  
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Subsequent production of conidial inoculum from these stocks was on lima bean media made 

as follows: whole lima beans were soaked in water overnight (40 g/L of final media volume), 

then autoclaved to create an infusion, which was strained through muslin. The pH of the 

filtrate was adjusted to 5.6 using glacial acetic acid, then agar (15 g/L of final media volume) 

was added. The media was then autoclaved and poured onto petri dishes.  

Ten isolates were used, seven of which were from South Australia (D7.2, D8.1, H1.1, H2.5, 

D3.1, D5.2 and H2.2), two were from Canberra (C109 and C112), and one was from Western 

Australia (WA3076). 

 

 2.2.2  Plant growth and inoculation conditions 

Seeds of the barley cultivars Atlas, Abyssinian, Brier, Osiris, Turk and West China were 

provided by the South Australian Research and Development Institute, Adelaide. The 

proposed resistance genotypes of these cultivars are listed in Table 2.1. Provided are the 

known Rrs genes along with the new proposed designation (Bjornstad et al., 2002). This gene 

designation groups the resistance genes on the same chromosome together as alleles, in an 

attempt to resolve the complexity and inconsistencies of the old nomenclature. 

Table 2.1: Genotypes of the barley cultivars used in this study 

Cultivar Former gene 
designation Reference New gene designation 

Bjornstad et al., 2002 

Abyssinian Rrs9 Baker and Larter, 1963 Rrs1Abyssinian

Atlas Rrs2 Dyck and Schaller, 
1961 

Rrs2Atlas

Brier Rrs1, rrs6 Habgood and Hayes, 
1971 

Rrs1Brier

Osiris Rrs1, Rrs10, rrs6 Habgood and Hayes, 
1971 

rrs1Jet

Turk Rrs1, Rrs5, rrs6 Habgood and Hayes, 
1971; Dyck and 
Schaller, 1961 

Rrs1Turk

West China 2 dominant genes Ali, 1975 None given 

 

 

The plants were grown in air conditioned glasshouses (20°C-25°C) until the 2-3 leaf stage 

(approximately 14 days), then transferred to controlled temperature growth rooms (15°C 
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night, 20°C day) immediately prior to inoculation. Conidia suspensions (~ 2.5 x 105/mL, 0.1% 

Tween20) were sprayed onto the leaves using small spray bottles. The plants were covered 

using clear plastic containers and placed in trays of water to provide the humidity required for 

spore germination. For the first 24 hours post-inoculation the plants were kept in darkness. 

 

 2.2.3  Harvesting, clearing and examination of leaves 

Leaf segments were cut from the plants at either three or five days post inoculation. The 

segments were placed on wads of filter paper (Whatman No 1), which had been moistened 

with clearing solution (2:3 mixture of glacial acetic acid and ethanol). The solution was 

replaced 2 to 3 times over 24 hours. The clearing process took place in petri dishes in the 

dark. After clearing the leaves were stained with aniline blue (87 mL lactic acid, 6 mL 

glycerol, 6 mL water, 0.1 g aniline blue) and examined by light microscopy. Analysis of 

variance was performed using GENSTAT. Interactions with an F probability (P) of 0.05 or 

lower were determined to be significant, and an F probability (P) of 0.001 or less was highly 

significant. 

 

 

2.3  Results 

 2.3.1  Germination frequencies of R. secalis conidia on barley leaf surfaces 

The germination of the ten R. secalis isolates on each cultivar was assessed in duplicate in a 

preliminary experiment at 3 and 5 days post inoculation. The conidia were counted and 

classed as germinated, ungerminated or degraded. The germination of five of the isolates 

(C112, D7.2, H1.1, H2.5, WA3076) was suppressed on one or more of the cultivars as 

measured at day 3 (germination frequency of less than 70%). At day 5 more of the conidia 

had germinated. Also noticeable was the increased proportion of degraded conidia. This 

indicates that the ungerminated conidia have degraded and fallen from the leaf surface. As a 

consequence, the ratio of germinated to ungerminated conidia that could be observed was 

skewed. On the basis of this result a more thorough investigation was conducted where the 

experiment was repeated with more replicates using those five isolates for which germination 

suppression occurred at day 3, to assess the reproducibility of the response.  

 

The mean germination rate of each isolate on the six cultivars was calculated from five 

replicate inoculations (Fig. 2.1). The analysis of variance showed that the interactions 

between the cultivars and isolates were highly significant (P=0.001).  All five isolates showed 
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their highest level of germination on Atlas, with the mean germinations of 87-92%. High 

levels of germination of all of the isolates also occurred on West China and Osiris. There was 

some low levels of germination of isolate C112 observed on Abyssinian in some of the 

replicates, resulting in a mean germination of 62%, which was the lowest germination of this 

isolate. Suppression of germination also occurred for isolate D7.2 on the leaf surface of Osiris 

and Turk, however this was only observed in one or two of the repeats and was not 

consistently reproducible. 

 

The lowest level of germination occurred for isolate H1.1 on cultivar Brier (mean germination 

level 51%), with a substantial difference between the germination on Brier and on the other 

cultivars used (mean germination 71% or higher). This difference is greater than the least 

significant differences of means (lsd=15.6), indicating that this interaction is significant (5% 

level). It is noteworthy that this low germination response was not observed for the other 

isolates on Brier. A similar, but not as dramatic, effect occurred for the interaction between 

Turk and the isolates H2.5 and WA3076 (mean germination of 68% in both cases, compared 

to mean germinations of 80-81%). Hence this interaction was still significant as the difference 

is greater the lsd. Again the reduced germination of these isolates was not observed on the 

other cultivars, for which the mean germination was 85% or higher.  

 

2.3.2  Germination behaviour of groups of conidia 

It was noted that grouping of the conidia on the leaf surface was such that adjacent, or closely 

positioned conidia, were either all germinated (Fig. 2.2) or all did not germinate (Fig. 2.3). It 

was very rare to find a group of conidia were the germination state was mixed. This did not 

appear to be related to the density of the conidia within a particular group, or even to the 

cultivar or the isolate. Even for an inoculation where the mean germination was very high, or 

very low, the ‘grouped’ germination behaviour of the conidia would still occur. 
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Fig. 2.1 – Mean germination frequency of five R. secalis isolates on the leaf surface of barley 
cultivars Abyssinian (Ab), Atlas (At), Brier (Br), Osiris (Os), Turk (Tk) and West China 
(Wc). The least significant difference between the means is 15.6 (P = 0.05). 
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Fig. 2.2 Light micrographs of R. secalis conidia on the leaf surface at 3 days post inoculation. 
Most or all of the conidia in each group have germinated. This was observed for groups of 
conidia which were sparsely (top), or densely clustered (centre and bottom).  
Viewed at 250X magnification. 
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Fig. 2.3 Light micrographs of R. secalis conidia on the leaf surface at 3 days post inoculation. 
Most or all of the conidia in each group have not germinated. This was observed for groups of 
conidia which were sparsely (top), or densely clustered (centre and bottom).  
Viewed at 250X magnification. 
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2.4  Discussion 

The germination of the conidia of five R. secalis isolates was examined on six barley 

cultivars. In most of the interactions at least 80% of the conidia were found to have 

germinated at three days post inoculation. For three of the interactions a distinct and 

reproducible suppression of the conidial germination was observed. The germination of 

isolates WA3076 and H2.5 was slightly but significantly suppressed on cultivar Turk, 

whereas the germination frequency of isolate H1.1 was markedly and significantly reduced on 

cultivar Brier. Therefore, it appears that the interaction between fungal isolates and host 

cultivars are specific - an isolate may germinate poorly on one cultivar whilst still having a 

high germination frequency on the other cultivars. 

  

The observed specificity of the interactions between cultivars and isolates indicates that 

fungal and plant factors are involved in determining germination. Such interactions occur in 

the gene-for-gene response of plants to fungal pathogens (Flor, 1955) and have also been 

shown to occur in the interaction between barley and R. secalis (Knogge et al., 1991; Hahn et 

al., 1993).  

 

Germination of the conidia can be impaired by factors present in the conidial suspension, 

which can be naturally removed or leached by rainfall (Ayres and Owen, 1970). These factors 

act to prevent the conidia from germinating in lesions, and/or where the conidial density is 

high. The rinsing of the conidia prior to preparing the inoculum should also have the effect of 

removing any self inhibitory factors. Hence the observed suppression of conidial germination 

is unlikely to be caused by self-inhibitors, even though conidia are clustered quite densely in 

some areas of the inoculated leaves. Instead, the suppression of germination could be due to 

plant factors. Plant metabolites can be exuded onto the leaf surface directly through the 

cuticle (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1976; Cutter, 1976), through glandular trichomes (Cutter, 

1976) or through pores such as hydathodes (Dieffenbach et al., 1980). These metabolites can 

be stimulatory or inhibitory to fungi and other microbes present on the leaf surface. Conidia 

which are adjacent to sites where the metabolites are excreted would respond accordingly. 

The capacity of the conidia to germinate may therefore reflect the biochemical environment at 

that particular site on the leaf. The very high proportion of germinated conidia on cultivar 

Atlas might indicate that this cultivar is not producing and excreting the anti-fungal factors at 

the same levels as other cultivars. This may be due to an inability to recognise the fungal 

isolates (e.g. via their avirulence products) or even to a reduced or absent capacity to 
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synthesise the respective metabolites. 

 

Although these results generally confirm previous observations, the use of different isolates 

has contributed to the inability to fully reproduce the effects seen on of specific cultivars. 

While the responses on Atlas, Osiris and Turk are consistent with previous studies, the 

suppression effect on Brier is new (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990). In addition, the 

previously reported germination suppression on West China (Ali, 1974) was not observed in 

this study. Again, this indicates that the interaction between each cultivar and each isolate is 

specific, and the results cannot be easily compared to previous studies. Additional factors 

which are very important in determining the response of the isolate to the cultivar are 

temperature and humidity during and after the inoculation (Ali, 1974). The temperature used 

in this study was slightly warmer (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990) and the humidity was 

possibly lower (Ali, 1974) than in previous studies. This may affect the resistance of the plant 

as well as the germination capability of the fungus (Baker and Larter, 1963; Ayres and Owen, 

1971; Ali, 1974).  

 

Earlier research has indicated that the germination inhibition can not be attributed to the 

presence of the resistance gene Rrs1 (Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990). The other scald 

resistance gene described for cultivar Brier is rrs6, which has also been identified in Turk and 

Osiris. However, the germination inhibition was not observed on Osiris. In addition, the 

isolates that were suppressed on Turk were not suppressed on Brier and vice versa. Hence, 

there is no correlation between the resistance genes of the cultivars and the suppression of the 

conidial germination on the leaf surface. This is not unexpected as these genes have been 

identified based on the lack of the symptom development of lesions and necrosis, which is a 

result of the plant-pathogen interactions occurring in the subcuticular plane well after the 

germination of the conidia.  

 

In conclusion, a substantial and significant reduction in the germination of conidia from 

isolate H1.1 was observed on the leaf surface of the barley cultivar Brier. This interaction will 

serve as a basis for the work described in the preceding chapters. 
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Chapter 3 

Barley leaf surface exudates and their impact on R. secalis development. 

 

3.1  Introduction 

It is well established that plant metabolites, which may be present on the leaf surface as 

exudates or embedded in the surface waxes, are involved in the interaction of plants with 

other organisms in their environment (Blakeman, 1971). Many of these have nutritional value 

for insects and microbes (Dunn et al., 1971; Tukey, 1971). Conversely, some of these 

metabolites may be toxic and thereby involved in the defence response against microbial 

attack (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981). Such inhibitors can be constitutive (Frossard, 1981) or 

induced upon pathogen attack, and are termed phytoanticipins and phytoalexins, respectively 

(Bailey, 1971; Osbourn, 1999). A large number of studies involved  dicotyledons as reviewed 

by Blakeman and Atkinson (1976 and 1981) with very few studies concerning the guttation 

fluid and leachate from barley leaves (Goatley and Lewis, 1966; Ali, 1972). 

  

In Chapter 2, suppression of the germination of conidia from R. secalis isolate H1.1 on barley 

cultivar Brier was described. Which raises the question of what factors on the leaf surface 

could be interacting with the conidia to cause this effect? The first step in answering this 

question requires the collection of exudates from the leaf surface. Three days post inoculation 

was chosen as a sampling time – at this time it is anticipated that any constitutive inhibitors 

would still be active, and had not yet been degraded. In addition, this would also allow for the 

transportation to the leaf surface of any induced factors in response to chemical signals from 

the germinating conidia and subsequent appressorial contact.  

 

Plant growth and inoculation conditions were as described in the previous chapter. However, 

some additional treatments were necessary to assist in distinguishing between the plant 

exudates and any fungal germination factors from the conidia which may also be removed 

with the leaf exudates. In the inoculation spray two components are present which could 

effect the composition of the harvested exudates – the fungal conidia and Tween20, a 

surfactant used to assist the wetting of the leaves and the adhesion of the conidia to the leaf. 

Tween20 is a non-ionic polyoxyethylene sorbitol ester, which in  aqueous solution can 

undergo oxidation upon exposure to light (Sigma product information sheet). It is therefore 

possible that  Tween20 is degraded due to light oxidation and/or microbial attack before the 

leaves were harvested. But, as some residue is likely to be present, water sprays with and 
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without Tween20 were used as controls. 

 

In previous studies, the removal of leaf surface exudates was carried out using a variety of 

organic solvents including chloroform (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1979), methanol (Harborne 

et al., 1976; Conner et al., 1990), ethanol (Hasidoko et al., 1994), acetone (Wollenweber et 

al., 1993), methylene chloride (Kennedy et al., 1995) and water (Ali, 1972; Irvine et al., 

1978; El-Gindy, 1990; Savka and Farrand, 1992). However, exposure to solvents such as 

chloroform would also remove the surface waxes from the barley leaves (Tsuba et al., 2002) 

and disrupt the cuticle. Hence, soaking the leaves in water may be the best way to remove the 

surface exudates without contaminating them with any surface waxes or cellular components. 

As the environment on the leaf surface at the time of a successful infection is ideally one of 

high humidity, factors which can effectively interact with the conidia would be those which 

are available and active in an aqueous environment.  

 

 

3.2  Materials and Methods 

 3.2.1  Collection of leaf exudates. 

The barley cultivars Atlas and Brier were grown and innoculated as outlined in  section 2.2.2. 

The inoculation treatments used are abbreviated as follows:  

Treatment Code Description  

WT Plants sprayed with water including 0.1% Tween20 

WO Plants sprayed with water – without Tween20 

H1 Plants sprayed with a spore suspension of isolate H1.1 
(~2.5x105/mL, 0.1% Tween20) 

 

Approximately 15 to 20 mL of spray solution were required to coat both sides of the leaves of 

a set of 36 plants. At three days post inoculation the plants were cut at the base and placed 

stem upwards in tall polypropylene containers of sterile nanopure water such that the leaves, 

but not the cut stems, were submerged. The containers were shaken gently on ice for 1 hour. 

The wash was then sterilised through a 0.22 micron filter. Initially, the wash was concentrated 

by rotary evaporation, but this method did not prove to be satisfactory due to the length of 

time required to process the samples. All of the washes used for further work were 

concentrated by freeze drying. This method was a little faster, and also enabled a number of 

samples to be processed simultaneously. The dried sample was reconstituted in nanopure 
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water using with the concentrate collected from 25 g of leaves resuspended in 1 mL of 

nanopure water. A set of plants typically weighed from 24 to 35 g. This weight was used to 

standardise the batches rather than using the weight of the freeze dried powder as this could 

not be reliably determined. The sample was only transferred from the containers used for 

freeze drying to Eppendorf tubes when it had been fully dissolved in water. This was to 

facilitate the collection of any components that were translucent and/or adhered to the bottom 

of the container, and would therefore not easily be removed by scraping with a spatula. 

  

Each sample was fractionated using a Microcon® centrifugal filter device (Millipore 

Corporation USA) comprising of a regenerated cellulose membrane with a pore cut-off value 

of 3000 Daltons. The fraction which passed through the membrane was called the filtrate. The 

membrane was washed twice (i.e. an additional volume of water was passed through the 

membrane). Any material which was retained by the membrane was resuspended in a volume 

of water equal to that of the filtrate, and this fraction was termed the retentate. Two washes of 

the membrane were carried out to ensure the retentate was not contaminated with filtrate 

components. 

  

 3.2.2  In vitro bioassay - assessment of conidial germination and germ tube 

growth of R. secalis. 

Samples were tested for their effect on the conidial germination and germ tube growth of R. 

secalis. Isolates were cultured and harvested as previously outlined (2.1.1). The conidia were 

harvested and kept on ice for no more than 30 minutes before use, as after this time the 

viability of the conidia diminished. The bioassay was set up in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes in a 

total volume of 20 µL. Included in this volume was sucrose (final concentration 0.1%) and 

conidial suspension (no more than 5x104 conidia/mL). Included in all sets were controls 

consisting of conidia and sucrose, in 20 µL of sterile water. After 36 hours of incubation at 

15°C the bioassays were placed at 4°C until they were examined using light microscopy. 

Samples were assessed for conidial germination, and if applicable, for the length of the germ 

tubes. Analysis of variance was performed using GENSTAT.  
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3.3  Results 

3.3.1  Effect of leaf surface exudates on conidial germination and germ tube 

growth of two R. secalis isolates. 

Four replicates of the six different inoculation treatments were assessed for their impact on 

conidial germination (Fig. 3.1a) and germ tube growth (Fig. 3.1b) of two isolates of R. 

secalis. These isolates were H1.1 which was used as the ‘challenge’ isolate for the plants and 

showed a suppressed level of conidial germination (Chapter 2) on cultivar Brier, and isolate 

D7.2 which did not show any suppression of conidial germination on either Brier or Atlas 

(Chapter 2). The appearance of isolate H1.1 after incubation in each of the fractions is shown 

in Fig. 3.2.  

 

In general, regardless of the treatment or the isolate tested, the mean conidial germination was 

slightly but not significantly enhanced in the retentate compared to that of the controls (water 

and sucrose only). For germ tube length there was typically a three-fold increase in the mean 

length of the germ tubes as compared to that of the control and the unfractionated samples, 

and a ten-fold increase compared to that of the filtrate samples (also see Fig. 3.2b). this result 

was significant (P<0.005). The exception was the response of isolate H1.1 to the washes from 

plants that had been sprayed with pure water (treatment WO), where the germ tube length was 

similar to that of the bioassay control.  

 

Germ tube growth was significantly reduced in the filtrates, regardless of the cultivar or 

treatment. In addition, the conidia which had been exposed to the filtrate also tended to be 

swollen and misshapen, with the appearance of possible internal disruption and granulation  

(Fig. 3.2c). Evidently, the separation of the leaf exudates by the membrane results in two 

fractions with opposing effects on the growth of the germ tubes. The filtrate was diluted to see 

if this effect was due to the presence of an inhibitor or the absence of stimulants (see Section 

3.3.2). 

 

Overall, germination of the isolates was significantly suppressed in the filtrates of the 

Br(WO) and the (H1) inoculated treatments of both cultivars. After the washing treatment, the 

leaves which had been sprayed with  solutions that contained Tween20 i.e. treatments (WT) 

and (H1), appeared shiny and wet, whereas the leaves which had not been exposed to 

Tween20, i.e. treatment (WO), emerged from the washing container appearing to be relatively 
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dry and un-wetted. It is therefore possible that the Tween20 is affecting the leaf surface 

properties and integrity of the waxes. This observation is to be described in more detail in the 

next chapter. 

 

 

3.3.2  Effect of the low molecular weight exudate fractions on conidial 

germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 

Dilutions of the filtrate from the exudates of Atlas(WT), Atlas(H1), Brier(WT) and Brier(H1) 

were assessed for their effect on germination and germ tube length of isolate H1.1 (Fig. 3.3a 

and Fig. 3.3b). After the filtrates were diluted 25X, germination frequencies were very close 

to normal. Only for the Br(H1) filtrate, for which the germination rate of the conidia remained 

just outside the control range, even at 100X dilution. Upon increasing the dilution rate (up to 

3000X), there was no further change in the responses and the germination rate was close to, 

but not higher than, that of the control. 

 

The suppressive effect on the growth of the germ tubes was, in comparison, much greater. 

After a 1000X dilution the only filtrate sample for which the germ tube length was within the 

control range was from the non-inoculated Atlas(WT). The responses to all of the treatments 

were comparable to that of the control after a 3000X dilution.  
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In vitro germination (Fig. 3.1a) and germ tube growth (Fig. 3.1b) of R. secalis isolates H1.1      
(    and    ) and D7.2 (    and    ) in the exudate fractions u (unfractionated), f (filtrate) and r 
(retentate) from Brier (Br) and Atlas (At). The shaded green area represents the 95% 
confidence interval for the germination / germ tube growth of isolate H1.1 incubated in water 
and sucrose alone. The least significant difference between the means is shown (P = 0.05). 
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Fig. 3.2 a - Appearance of R. secalis
conidia incubated in water + 0.1% 
sucrose at 15°C after approximately 36 
hours. 
Magnification = 400X 
 
The same incubation conditions were 
applied to the conidia shown in Figs 
3.2b and 3.2c. The effects on the 
conidia shown in Figs 3.2b and 3.2c 
were observed regardless of the cultivar 
and the treatment from which the 
exudates were collected. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2b - Appearance of R. secalis
conidia incubated in a retentate fraction 
from Brier.  
Magnification = 250X 
 
Germ tubes have extended into dense 
clusters of hyphae. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.2c - Appearance of R. secalis
conidia incubated in a filtrate fraction 
from Brier.  
Magnification = 400X 
 
The conidia appear to be swollen and 
distorted compared to those shown in 
Fig. 3.2a – it appears that water had 
been absorbed by the conidia in 
preparation for germination, but the 
extension of the germ tubes had been 
halted.  
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Fig. 3.3a – The germination response of isolate H1.1 in dilutions of a filtrate fraction. The 
shaded green area represents the germination response of isolate H1.1 incubated in water and 
sucrose alone. 
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Fig. 3.3b – The germ tube lengths of isolate H1.1 in dilutions of a filtrate fraction. The shaded 
green area represents the germ tube lengths of isolate H1.1 incubated in water and sucrose 
alone. 
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3.4  Discussion 

Exudates were collected from the leaves of  barley cultivars Atlas and Brier in order to assess 

their effect in vitro on germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis. The exudates were 

collected three days after the plants were inoculated and also from uninoculated plants in 

order to assess the levels of background or constitutive amounts of any suppressive or 

stimulatory components.  

 

The unfractionated exudate samples from the uninoculated cultivars (except for Brier sprayed 

with the (WO) treatment) did not affect conidial germination or germ tube growth. In contrast, 

the exudates from the inoculated plants suppressed conidial germination without severely 

affecting germ tube growth. This suppression could be caused by inhibitors which are 

produced by the plant in response to the conidia (Bailey, 1971; Ali, 1972) and by toxins 

which are produced by the germinating conidia (Ayesu-Offei and Carter, 1971).  

 

Although the filtrate fractions had a mixed effect on the germination percentage, all samples 

caused a dramatic reduction in the growth of the germ tubes. This suppression was observed 

for both isolates in response to all the filtrate samples. The presence of inhibitors in the 

exudates from uninoculated cultivars indicates that there are plant products involved in the 

suppression of fungal development. The effects were reduced when the filtrates were diluted. 

Less dilution of the filtrate from the uninoculated Atlas was required than for the other 

treatments for the conidial response to return to normal, indicating that the active components 

were less concentrated on the leaf surface. This result was to be expected, as a very high 

proportion of the conidia of both isolates germinated on the leaf surface of Atlas (Chapter 2), 

indicating that a very low level of inhibitory factors were present. It is difficult to relate the 

activity of the exudates to the activity which would be observed on the plant surface for two 

reasons: firstly, the incubation conditions on the leaf surface provide an environment different 

from that of the in vitro assay and, more importantly, the exudates have been collected to 

form a mixture, which can result in different metabolites being able to interact with each other 

as well as the conidia, where they may not normally do so. This can partly explain why the 

unfractionated exudate did not show the extreme inhibitory or stimulatory effects of the  

fractions - the addition of nutrients or stimulants has been observed to counteract the effect of 

inhibitors on spore germination (Fraser, 1971). 
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The retentate fraction generally enhanced the germination response and the germ tube length. 

If some of the components have low solubility in water, they may not be able to freely pass 

through the membrane, even if the molecular weight is below that of the 3kDa pore size of the 

membrane. Such components would include any wax fragments which may have been 

dislodged by the washing procedure. Further investigation of this possibility is described in 

the following chapter, as it was observed that exposure to the detergent Tween20 which was 

used in the inoculation spray enhanced the leaf surface wetability. This may thereby enhance 

the solubility of the wax and facilitate its removal. Although the amount of wax removed by 

the water washing is expected to be minimal, it still may have a significant effect on the 

conidia as leaf surface waxes can contain factors that can stimulate (Holthuis and Boyle, 

1989) or suppress (Blakeman and Atkinson, 1976) the germination of fungal spores.  

 

There was little difference in the conidial germination and germ tube growth of the two R. 

secalis isolates H1.1 and D7.2 in response to the exudate samples. There is no obvious 

explanation why the exudates from Brier suppressed the growth of isolate D7.2, when this 

isolate germinates at a high level on the leaf surface. This may be partly due to the different 

environment of the in vitro assay. Another possibility is that the inhibitor that was responsible 

for the isolate-specific suppression described in Chapter 2 could not be extracted in an active 

state, and instead the factors in the filtrates that are responsible for this inhibition are of a non 

specific, constitutive nature. 

 

In conclusion, factors which could suppress the conidial germination and severely inhibit the 

growth of the germ tubes of two isolates of R. secalis were present in the low molecular 

weight fraction of the exudates of Brier and Atlas. Further work to isolate and characterise 

these anti-fungal factors from the exudates will be described in Chapters 5 to 7. 
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Chapter 4 

The interaction of the leaf surface waxes with Tween20 and R. secalis 

 

 

4.1  Introduction 

After the leaves had been washed to remove the exudates, those leaves which had been 

sprayed with Tween20 solutions emerged from the washing containers shiny and completely 

wet, whereas the leaves which had not been exposed to Tween20 remained hydrophobic and 

appeared to be relatively dry. As Tween20 is a surfactant it would be expected to have some 

interaction with the leaf surface waxes, although it was unknown at the onset of this work 

how significant in terms of exudate removal this interaction would be.  

 

Exposure of the leaves to Tween20 had evidently changed the surface properties of the leaf 

from its natural hydrophobic state (Nicholson et al., 1993; Jorgensen et al., 1995) to a  more 

hydrophilic state. Whilst this change can be necessary for infection by fungal pathogens 

(Nicholson et al., 1993), it may also facilitate the removal of the  exudates by allowing the 

water to have greater contact with the leaf surface. It is possible that some of the surface 

waxes may also be solubilised. Waxes are a source of stimulatory (Holthuis and Boyle, 1989) 

and inhibitory (Topps and Wain, 1957; Blakeman and Sztejnberg, 1973; Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1976) components, that are active against a range of bacteria and fungi.  

 

In order to assess if there has been any physical impact on the surface integrity of the waxes 

and the extent to which they may have been removed after the washing, the leaf surfaces were 

examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Leaf samples were examined before and 

after they had been washed for each of the inoculation treatments. The leaves were prepared 

using a cryogenic technique, as the cryofixation allows fresh tissue to be used with minimal 

preparation, which in turn facilitates the least possible disruption to the structures of the 

surface waxes (Sargent, 1983; Jorgensen et al., 1995). This preparation method is also useful 

for examining the interaction of fungal conidia with the surface and the waxes (Day and 

Scott, 1973). Previously used methods of preparing leaves for SEM involved the fixing and 

dehydration of the sample (Ryan and Grivell, 1974; Howlett and Cooke, 1987) which can 

result in damage to the structure of the leaf surface waxes (Hallam and Juniper, 1971). These 

methods were not, therefore, suitable for this study. 
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4.2  Materials and Methods 

 4.2.1  Growth, inoculation and harvest of plant  material  

Seedlings of the cultivars Brier and Atlas were grown and inoculated with R. secalis isolate 

H1.1 as described in Section 2.2.2. The washing procedure was carried out as described in 

Section 3.2.1, and the leaves remained in the washing containers until required. Segments 

were cut from the middle section of the first leaf and placed upwards on the sample holder. 

Leaf pieces were cut from the plant immediately prior to their preparation. 

 

 4.2.2  Sample preparation for scanning electron microscopy 

Leaf surface waxes were examined in a Philips XL30 Field Emission Scanning Electron 

Microscope equipped with an Oxford Instruments CT1500 HF Cryo Preparation System. A 

sample was attached to the holder using Tissue-Tek OCT compound mixed with carbon dag. 

It was then frozen in nitrogen slush and transferred under vacuum to the preparation chamber. 

The temperature of the sample was raised to -92°C and held there for approximately three 

minutes to allow any ice on the surface to sublime. The temperature was then lowered to -

110°C (at which point the sublimation has stopped) and the sample was coated with platinum 

to make it electrically conductive. It was then loaded onto the microscope stage (held at a 

temperature lower than -150°C) and examined.  

 

 

4.3  Results 

4.3.1  Impact of spraying and washing on the physical structure of the leaf 

surface 

When the leaf surfaces of cultivars Brier and Atlas were examined by SEM, there were no 

discernable differences between the two cultivars in the appearance of the waxes for any of 

the spraying/washing treatments used. Hence for brevity only the images of Brier are 

presented. The surface was examined at a magnification sufficient to see the fine structure of 

the individual wax flakes (Figs 4.1 and 4.3) and also at a lower magnification to see the 

covering and arrangement of the flakes across the surface (Figs 4.2 and 4.4). 

 

Photograph (a) of Fig. 4.1 through to Fig. 4.4 shows leaf sections from plants that had not 

been sprayed or washed. The wax consists of densely packed, apparantly randomly arranged 

clusters of small flakes (Figs. 4.1a and 4.3a). At the lower magnification it can be seen that in 
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some areas there are small patches of wax free areas (Fig. 4.4a), which may extend along the 

grooves between the epidermal cells (Fig. 4.2a). At a few locations the wax was sparse, and 

the flakes were in larger clusters, however such arrangements were rare. Clear images at 

magnifications higher than that presented were unobtainable due to the melting of the waxes 

and the resultant blurring of the images. This is likely to be due to the heating of the waxes by 

the electron beam.  

 

Figs 4.1 and 4.2 show the arrangements of the waxes after the leaves had been sprayed with 

water/inoculum that did not contain Tween20 (refer to photograph b), and after the leaves had 

been sprayed (with solutions that do not contain Tween20) and washed (refer to photograph 

c). At both magnifications, the waxes on the sprayed (but not washed) leaves did not alter in 

their appearance as compared to the waxes on the unsprayed leaves. After washing, the wax 

structures appeared to be less distinct, the edges of the flakes blended together, and the flakes 

also appear to have been flattened (Fig. 4.1c). This change in the physical structure is still  

apparent at the lower magnification (Fig. 4.2c), where the clumps are clearly enlarged, and 

more sparsely arranged on the leaf. 

 

Figs 4.3 and 4.4 depict the surfaces of leaves that were sprayed with Tween20 before 

(photograph b) and after (photograph c) washing. At high magnification, it can be seen that 

the exposure to Tween20 has resulted in the clumping of the wax flakes – they appear to have 

enlarged and the spacing between the clusters is increased. This effect on the arrangement of 

the wax flakes is similar to that observed in Fig. 4.1c, except that the distortion of the wax 

structures is much greater. The distortion and clumping did not appear to be affected by the 

washing treatment as observed at the higher magnification. At the lower magnification on the 

washed leaves the patches of the wax free areas on the flat surfaces of the leaf and in the 

epidermal grooves (Fig. 4.4c) had increased as compared to the size and frequency of similar 

wax free areas noticed for the other treatments. 
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Fig 4.1. The leaf surface of Brier at a higher  magnification, the white bar represents 5um. 

Fig 4.1a Appearance of a leaf segment which had not been sprayed or washed.  

 
Fig 4.1b A leaf segment which had been sprayed with water only, and had not been washed. 

 
Fig 4.1c A leaf segment which had been sprayed with water only, and has been washed. 
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Fig 4.2. The leaf surface of Brier at a lower magnification, the white bar represents 10um. 

Fig 4.2a  Appearance of a leaf segment which had not been sprayed or washed. 

 
 
Fig 4.2b A leaf segment which had been sprayed with water only, and had not been washed. 

 
 

Fig 4.2c A leaf segment which had been sprayed with water only, and has been washed. 
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Fig 4.3. The leaf surface of Brier at a higher  magnification, the white bar represents 5um. 

Fig 4.3a  Appearance of a Brier leaf segment which had not been sprayed or washed. 

 
 

Fig 4.3b A leaf segment which had been sprayed with Tween20 solution, but had not been 
washed. 

 
Fig 4.3c A leaf segment which had been sprayed with Tween20 solution, and also been 
washed. 
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Fig 4.4. The leaf surface of Brier at a lower magnification, the white bar represents 10um. 

Fig 4.4a Appearance of a leaf segment which had not been sprayed or washed. 

 
 

Fig 4.4b leaf segment which had been sprayed with Tween20 solution, but had not been 
washed. 

 
Fig 4.4c  A leaf segment which had been sprayed with Tween20 solution, and also been 
washed. 
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4.3.2  Impact of the germinating conidia on the physical structure of the leaf 

surface  

The effect of germinating conidia on the leaf surface waxes were observed on leaf segments 

of Brier (Fig. 4.5) and Atlas (Fig. 4.6). On both cultivars the waxes which surround the 

conidia and germ tubes, appear to be relatively  undisturbed. The wax flakes that are touching 

the conidia and the germ tubes do not seem to have altered in their shape or arrangement. The 

conidia and germ tubes appear to be partially dehydrated. However, this effect is assumed to 

be due to the drying process used to prepare the sample rather than the result of any 

interactions with the leaf surface. 

 

At the sites where appressoria are attempting to penetrate the leaf surface, the wax appears to 

have been broken down and congealed around the fungal structures. These sites are 

highlighted on the figures with arrows. For the conidia which germinated on Atlas (Fig. 4.6), 

the extent of this wax breakdown was limited to those individual flakes which were directly 

touching the fungal structures. On Brier (Figs 4.5a and 4.5b), this breakdown of the waxes 

was much more extensive. The congealing and distortion of the wax flakes has extended into 

the surrounding area. 
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Fig 4.5a R. secalis conidia on the leaf surface of Brier. Sites of appressorial penetration are 
marked with arrows. 

 
 

Fig 4.5b R. secalis conidia on the leaf surface of Brier. Sites of appressorial penetration are 
marked with arrows. 
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Fig 4.6 R. secalis conidia on the leaf surface of Atlas. A site of appressorial penetration is 
marked with an arrow. 
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4.4  Discussion 

A cyrofixation technique to prepare fresh leaves for scanning electron microscopy has been 

used previously to successfully to observe the details of the leaf surface waxes of barley 

leaves (Jorgensen et al., 1995). The leaf samples used in that study were from 14 day old 

plants of the cultivars Lenka and Digger. The appearance and distribution of the wax flakes 

were very similar to those observed on the unsprayed and unwashed leaf samples from 

cultivars Brier and Atlas. There have been other electron microscope studies of the surface 

waxes of barley, but as the preparation technique and the age of the plants used differed from 

those used in this study, a direct comparison is not possible (Juniper and Bradley, 1958; 

Dutzmann et al., 1981; Holthuis and Boyle, 1989). 

   

When the sprayed and washed plants with and without Tween20 were examined some effects 

on the structure and integrity of the wax flakes could be seen. The wax flakes appeared to 

have increased in size, but were less densely arranged after exposure to Tween20. Due to its 

chemical nature, Tween20 would have been able to interact with the wax, and reduce the 

overall hydrophobicity of the surface via its polar groups. This may explain why the flakes 

appeared to be slightly enlarged and smoother in their outline, as the large Tween20 

molecules added bulk to the flakes and a more contoured edge by their repelling polar groups. 

It can also reduce the surface tension of the water used for the spray and washing, facilitating 

its distribution across the leaf surface (Schreiber, 1995).  After washing, the Tween20 sprayed 

leaves still retained most of their wax covering – the detergent was not of a sufficient 

concentration nor was there sufficient agitation during the washing process to lead a 

substantial breakdown and removal of the waxes. To this end, the spraying and washing 

procedure has proved satisfactory – the water-soluble, free leaf surface exudates are the target 

of this investigation, not the constituents of the waxes. It is still possible however, that some 

wax components were present in the exudates, but their presence will be minimal.  

 

It has been noted that waxes have the potential to be significant in the interaction between 

plants and pathogens, especially as they are at the first point of contact (Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1976; Blakeman and Atkinson, 1981; Jorgensen et al., 1995). However the waxes 

of barley are not been regarded as being involved in the plants’ defence against infection by 

R. secalis (Ayres and Owen, 1970; Ali, 1974). Consistent with previous reports (Ayres and 

Owen, 1970; Ali, 1974) the leaf surface waxes did not appear to interact with the germinating 
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conidia. However it does appear that there are some interactions between the waxes and the 

appressoria. This phenomenon also has been previously noted (Day and Scott, 1973; Staub et 

al., 1974). Such interactions may affect the efficiency of the  activity of the fungal enzymes 

that are secreted to penetrate the cuticle. The long chain alkanes and alkanols which comprise 

the wax (Reynhardt and Riederer, 1994) could be providing a chemical and/or physical 

barrier to the penetrating hyphae. Waxes can also contain anti-fungal factors, (Blakeman and 

Atkinson, 1976), but such factors have not yet been identified in barley. 

 

In conclusion, exposure to Tween20 has changed the properties of the leaf surface wax to that 

of a more hydrophilic state. This may have enhanced the leaching of water soluble exudates 

from the leaf surface, and small amount of wax flakes may also have been removed. It is 

unlikely that a considerable amount of the waxes and associated components have been 

removed from the leaf surface, thereby contributing to the components in the exudates. 

Further work aims to identify the anti-fungal components of the exudates. Once their identity 

is known, this information may help determine if they were removed from the waxes or were 

freely available on the leaf surface. 
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Chapter 5 

Preliminary characterisation and HPLC resolution  

of the low molecular mass exudate fraction 

  

   

5.1  Introduction 

Water soluble exudates were harvested from barley leaves and were shown to have a 

suppressive effect on conidial germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis. The next 

part of the research was to separate the filtrate fraction of the exudates into pure 

components and to identify those which are responsible for this suppression. While other 

procedures, which have been devised to fractionate plant extracts, include extractions 

using various solvents (Cannell, 1998; Gailliot, 1998; Hougton and Raman, 1998), the 

adoption of such procedures was not considered to be ideal. Given that the active 

components were unknown and potentially difficult to distinguish from any artefacts, 

which may be formed via interactions with solvents (Hougton and Raman, 1998; 

VanMiddlesworth and Cannell, 1998), an aqueous extraction was considered more 

appropriate. 

  

Before a fractionation method can be devised, some basic properties of the active 

components needed to be determined. Batch tests were performed using small amounts of 

filtrate to see if the anti-fungal activity could be destroyed by exposure to heat or to 

Proteinase K. This was to determine if any active components might be polypeptides, with 

activity being due to the structure and arrangement of the amino acids. Ion exchange resins 

were used to see if the active components carried any charge. The pH environment at 

which the filtrates were tested was that of distilled water (approx. 6.5), to simulate the 

aqueous environment of the leaf surface.  

 

The results of these tests enabled the selection of a suitable HPLC column and method to 

allow a more efficient separation to be performed. During the purification the effect of 

each fraction on conidial germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 was 

determined using the in vitro bioassay described in chapter 3.  
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5.2  Materials and Methods 

5.2.1  Assessment of the charge properties and of heat and proteinase K  

sensitivity of the active filtrate components  

Ion exchange resins: An equal volume of pre-swollen Sephadex A25 and Sephadex 

C25 was added to the filtrate. The mixture was left to equilibrate for 3 hours at 4°C and 

then centrifuged to pellet the resin and to allow the removal of the filtrate. 

Heat treatment: An Eppendorf tube containing the filtrate was placed in boiling 

water and left for 5 minutes. It was then removed and allowed to cool slowly to room 

temperature. 

Proteinase K treatment: Proteinase K was added to the filtrate at a final 

concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. The mixture was left for at least 2 hours at room temperature. 

The enzyme was not removed prior to adding the filtrate to the bioassays. 

 

As it was unknown what effect any transferred resin or residual Proteinase K may have on 

the conidia, controls of each treatment were prepared in which water substituted for the 

filtrate. Bioassays of all samples were set up in duplicate. 

 

5.2.2   Reverse phase HPLC conditions 

Reverse phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) was performed using either a C18 column (2.1 x 250 

mm Vydac) or a C18 column (2 x 250 mm Phenomenex) on a Hewlett Packard HPLC 

model 1090. A gradient of 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, Solvent A), and 70% 

acetonitrile / 0.04% TFA (Solvent B) were used for all of the separations described in this 

chapter. The solvents were chosen due to their volatility, which facilitated their removal 

prior to the re-suspension of eluted fractions in water for the R. secalis bioassay. Fractions 

were collected by hand and dried using a Speed-Vac concentrator. They were reconstituted 

by adding water up to the original volume of the loaded sample. Fractions were stored at -

20°C until they were assayed for their effect on R. secalis, or loaded onto the HPLC for 

further purification. 

 

Gradient for Method A using the Vydac C18, at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/minute: 

Time (minutes) Solvent B (%) 
0 5 
25 100 
26 5 
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Gradient for Method B at a flow rate of 0.3 mL/minute: 

Time (minutes)  Solvent B (%) 
0 0 
5 0 
25 30 
30 100 
31 0 

 

Fractions collected from the Vydac C18 column using Method B which demonstrated 

activity against the conidia were pooled as indicated in section 5.3.3 and loaded onto the 

Phenomenex C18 column and then eluted using Method B. 

 

 

5.3  Results 

 5.3.1  Charge properties, heat and proteinase K sensitivity of the active filtrate 

components  

After the filtrates had been treated with ion exchange resins, heat (boiling) and Proteinase 

K, they were assessed for their effects on the conidial germination (Fig. 5.1) and germ tube 

growth (Fig. 5.2) of R. secalis isolate H1.1. Although the presence of residual resin or 

Proteinase K slightly impaired the germination of the conidia, there was a discernable loss 

of activity (i.e. enhancement of conidial germination and germ tube growth) after some of 

the treatments, which could clearly be distinguished from the responses of the conidia in 

the untreated filtrates. 

 

Boiling and Proteinase K treatments were the most effective, following which the 

inhibition of the conidial germination and germ tube growth was entirely lost from each 

sample. After treatment with anion and cation exchange resins, the average germination of 

the conidia was still slightly suppressed in the filtrates. However, this was not a clear 

difference due to the overlap of the germination range with that of the untreated conidia.  

 

In summary, the component(s) of the filtrates with the greatest anti-fungal activity were 

sensitive to Proteinase K and heating. In addition, they carried a positive charge under 

conditions of neutral pH.  
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Fig 5.1a – Conidial germination of R. secalis isolate H1.1 in the filtrate fraction of leaf 
exudates after various treatments. Exudate source: Water ( ), Atlas(WT) ( ), Atlas(H1) 
( ), Brier(WT) ( ), Brier (H1) ( ). The yellow bar represents the range of the 
germination of untreated conidia. 
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Fig 5.1b – Germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 in the filtrate fraction of leaf 
exudates after various treatments.    Exudate source: Water ( ), Atlas(WT) ( ), Atlas(H1) 
( ), Brier(WT) ( ), Brier(H1) ( ).The yellow bar represents the range of the germ tube 
lengths of untreated conidia. 
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5.3.2 HPLC resolution of the exudate filtrates  

5.3.2.1  Method A 

As described in the previous section, the most active component may have a polypeptide 

structure that carries a positive charge. Hence, separation of the filtrate fraction was done 

by using reverse phase HPLC.  

 

All of the strongly absorbing components were eluted from the column between minutes 

12 and 16 (Fig. 5.2a). All of these components showed some biological activity (Fig. 5.2b). 

The strongest suppressive effect was shown by fraction 6, where the germination of the 

conidia as well as the germ tube growth were suppressed. The other active fractions 

(namely 5, 7 and 8) had a pronounced suppressive effect only on germ tube growth. 

Fraction 6 comprised of the first major peak to elute. Tailing of this peak occurred, which 

was not noticeable for the other eluants. A degree of mixing of the fractions appears to 

have occurred between the detector and the collection tube, as indicated by the presence of 

active components in the preceding fraction. 
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Figs 5.2a  Separation of the filtrate fraction of Br(WT) exudates using Method A. Fractions 
were collected as marked in green and assessed for activity. Fractions which had a 
suppressive effect on the growth of R. secalis (see Fig 5.2b) are marked with a red bar.  
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 Fig 5.2b – Effect of the fractions collected as indicated in Fig 5.2a on conidial germination 
(yellow bars) and germ tube growth (blue diamonds) of R. secalis isolate H1.1. The shaded 
bar represents the range of germination and germ tube growth of untreated conidia. 
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5.3.3  Method B  

Method B was developed by adapting Method A. The new method included a longer 

isocratic part and a flatter gradient for the first part of the elution to improve the separation 

where the majority of the components had eluted. Chromatograms (Figs 5.3a, 5.4a and 

5.5a) and the effect of the collected fractions on conidial germination and germ tube 

growth on R. secalis isolate H1.1 (Figs 5.3b, 5.4b and 5.5b) are shown. The exudate 

filtrates from the different inoculation sprays used on Brier {Br(WO)(Fig 5.3), Br(WT)(Fig 

5.4), and Br(H1)(Fig 5.5)} were separated.  

 

The elution profiles of the three different filtrate samples were very similar, both in terms 

of the elution times and the comparative sizes of the peaks obtained. For all three 

separations there was three major peaks that eluted at 18, 23.5, and 28.5 minutes. A 

considerable amount of tailing occurred for the first peak at 18 minutes, such that it 

overlapped with two minor peaks eluting at 19 and 19.5 minutes. Overall, the peak shapes 

were lower and slightly broader than those obtained in the separation using method A due 

to the flatter gradient used here. This gradient enabled the elution of the components to be 

spread over a longer time period (over 8 minutes as opposed to 4 minutes), which in 

consequence improved the separation of the components. 

  

For each filtrate sample, components which eluted in the void volume (fractions 1 and 2) 

had some suppressive activity on conidial germination and germ tube growth. This was not 

observed for the filtrate samples that were separated using Method A, and would be 

expected to be due to the composition of the sample rather than the method. During the 

isocratic phase of the elution (5 to 14 minutes) no components eluted.  

 

In the three separations the components displaying the highest level of biological activity 

eluted with either the first minor peak at 16.5 minutes (filtrates from the Br(WT) exudates, 

see Fig 4.5a and 4.5b) or, for the Brier exudates from the ‘No Tween20’ spray, Br(WO), 

and the inoculated treatment, Br(H1), with the first major peak (see Figs 5.3 and 5.4 

respectively).  

 

The components eluting in two of the other peaks of each separation also displayed 

suppressive activity. However this activity consisted of a small effect on the germ tube 

length and no effect on the germination of the conidia. For the exudate sample from 

Brier(WT) and Brier (H1) the biological activity was associated with the major peak 
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eluting at 23.5 minutes. For the third exudate sample, Brier(WO), activity was associated 

with the minor peaks eluting at 24.25 and 25 minutes, which eluted immediately after the 

major peak. For all three samples, some activity was also associated with the third major 

peak eluting at 28.5 minutes.  

 

The overlap of activity across fractions (peaks) indicates that some mixing of the fractions 

has again occurred during collection. However, in the separation obtained with Method B 

as compared to Method A it is evident that activity was correlated with the eluting peaks, 

and in most cases it is the major peaks which contain the active components. 
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Figs 5.3a Separation of Br(WO) exudates using Method B. Fractions were collected as 
marked on the chromatogram and assessed for activity. Fractions which had an inhibitory 
effect on the growth of R. secalis (see Fig 5.3b) are marked with a red bar.  
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Fig 5.3b – Effect of the collected fractions on conidial germination (yellow bars) and germ 
tube growth (blue diamonds) of R. secalis isolate H1.1. The shaded bar represents the 
range of the conidial germination and germ tube growth of untreated conidia. 
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Figs 5.4a Separation of Br(WT) exudates run using Method B. Fractions were collected as 
marked on the chromatogram and assessed for activity. Fractions which had an inhibitory 
effect on the growth of R. secalis (see Fig 5.4b) are marked with a red bar.  
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Fig 5.4b – Effect of the collected fractions on conidial germination (yellow bars) and germ 
tube growth (blue diamonds) of R. secalis isolate H1.1. The shaded bar represents the 
range of the conidial germination and germ tube growth of untreated conidia. 
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Fig 5.5a Separation of Br(H1) exudates run using Method B. Fractions were collected as 
marked on the chromatogram and assessed for activity. Fractions which had an inhibitory 
effect on the growth of R. secalis (see Fig 5.5b) are marked with a red bar.  
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Fig 5.5b – Effect of the collected fractions on conidial germination (yellow bars) and germ 
tube growth (blue diamonds) of R. secalis isolate H1.1. The shaded bar represents the 
range of the conidial germination and germ tube growth of untreated conidia. 
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5.3.2.3  Re-chromatography of the pooled exudates fractions 

The eluted components that showed the most suppressive activity were pooled, dried down 

to remove the chromatography solvents, and then reloaded onto a C18 column to repeat the 

separation to check for homogeneity of the fractions. A different brand of C18 column was 

used for this separation (Phenomenex instead of Vydac). The Phenomenex has a higher 

capacity (a higher carbon loading value and a higher specific surface area), which would 

result in a greater retention of the components (Hambleton, 1996; Riley, 1996), although 

this may not enhance the selectivity of the separation (Hambleton, 1996). As it has been 

manufactured differently to the Vydac column, it is also possible that the peak tailing may 

not be so extensive.  

The fractions were pooled as follows: Br(WT) fractions 10 and 11; these fractions 

consisted of the first small peak, Br(H1) fractions 9 and 10, and Br(WO) fractions 9, 10 

and 11. The latter fractions comprised of the first minor peak and the first major peak. 

Chromatograms of the pooled fractions from Br(WT) (Fig. 5.6) and Br(H1) (Fig. 5.7) are 

shown. Fractions were collected and tested for their effects on conidial germination and 

germ tube growth of R. secalis, however none of the fractions had any effect (suppressive 

or otherwise) on the conidia.  

 

The first minor peak  appears to have partially deteriorated – the maximum peak height for 

this component as seen in both samples (marked (*) on Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7) is 

approximately one third of what it was in the initial separation. A similar profile for the 

pooled fractions from the Br(WO) exudates was obtained (data not shown), with 

deterioration of the components evident by the reduced in the peak height or missing 

peaks. 

The major peak (marked ‘M’) did resolve with less tailing and with a slightly sharper peak 

than that obtained for the elution using the Vydac column, however the material was no 

longer biologically active.  
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Fig 5.6 Separation of the pooled fractions 10 and 11 from a separation of Br(WT) exudates 
after being eluted from a Phenomenex column using Method B.  
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Fig 5.7  Separation of the pooled fractions 9 and 10 from a separation of Br(H1) exudates 
after being eluted from a Phenomenex column using Method B.  
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5.4  Discussion 

In the first part of this chapter, some of the active component(s) of the filtrates were found 

to be sensitive to Proteinase K and high temperature, and have a positive charge at neutral 

pH. In addition, there may be some other components that are negatively charged or 

uncharged at neutral pH which also appear to suppress the germ tube length but not the 

germination of the conidia. A method for separating the components of the filtrates using 

reversed phase HPLC was developed. 

 

Proteinase K was effective against the active components of the exudate despite the 

incubation pH being slightly below the optimum pH range of 7.5 – 12 of the enzyme 

(Ebeling et al., 1974). It predominantly cleaves the peptide bond between aliphatic 

(glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine and proline) or aromatic amino acids 

(phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan) (Ebeling et al., 1974). Thus the active component 

may be a peptide comprising of two or more of these amino acids. Activity was also 

destroyed by heat, which could imply that the active component has a complex structure. 

However, if it is a peptide it would be expected to be small enough to pass through the 

3kDa Centricon™ membrane. Amino acids that carry a positive charge at neutral pH are 

lysine and arginine, (Lehninger et al., 1993). The presence of these amino acids would 

increase the polarity of the peptide, enabling it to be water soluble. The other active 

component(s) which are negatively charged or uncharged at neutral pH and which may act 

to suppress germ tube growth of the conidia could be organic acids, or the amino acids 

aspartate and glutamate (Lehninger et al., 1993). Glutamic acid has been isolated from leaf 

exudates of faba beans and was shown to inhibit the germination of a range of fungi 

(Migahed and Nofel, 2001). Alternatively, the enzyme itself may be responsible for the 

enhanced growth by providing a nutrient source for the conidia. Nutrients can overcome 

the inhibitory effects that other compounds may have on fungal development (Blakeman, 

1971; Fraser, 1971).  

 

As the main active component was hypothesised to be a small peptide, reversed phase 

HPLC was used for the separation of the exudates. This technique is also ideal for the 

separation of low molecular weight (MW < 1000) water soluble species that may be ionic 

or non-ionic (Riley, 1996). A separation method was developed using volatile solvents and 

a gradient, which comprised of an isocratic section and a shallow gradient. This enhanced 

the separation and recovery of the biologically active components of the filtrates using a 
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single elution. Unfortunately attempts to check the homogeneity of the eluted fraction were 

unsuccessful as biological activity could not be recovered and some degradation of the 

material occurred. 

 

Tailing of one of the major peaks occurred, more so for the Vydac column than for the 

Phenomenex column. This effect is most probably due to the interaction between the 

residual silanol groups of the stationary phase and the eluted component (Riley, 1996). 

This can occur if the sample is positively charged or an aliphatic amine (Riley, 1996). 

These interactions can be minimised by using low pH solvents and end-capped columns 

(Hambleton, 1996; Riley, 1996): both of these conditions were applied.  

 

Biologically active components eluted at three points - the one with the greatest inhibitory 

activity on fungal development was the first to elute from the column. The slight shifting 

of the active areas across the peaks may be due for the most part by the mixing between 

the fractions that occurs whilst the eluant is pooling into a drop at the end of the collection 

tube. Most of the activity corresponds to the eluted components which have a strong 

absorption of short wave UV light (the major peaks). Such components may have a large 

proportion of tryptophan and tyrosine (Lehninger et al., 1993) or other compounds which 

contain aromatic rings. Whilst aromatic compounds are usually relatively non polar, the 

rings of tryptophan and tyrosine can form hydrogen bonds via their hydroxyl and nitrogen 

groups, respectively (Lehninger et al., 1993), thereby increasing the overall polarity.  

 

The elution profiles of the filtrate samples from the different inoculation treatments did not 

differ greatly – the only change was a very small increase in the peak height of the first 

minor peak after the inoculation.  It appears that most of the active components  from the 

leaf exudates which are being isolated by this method are not inducible by R. secalis 

isolate H1.1 – i.e. they are constitutive defences which have anti-fungal properties. Further 

work on the separation of the exudates and the isolation of these biologically active 

components and their identification will continue in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

Purification of the biologically active low molecular mass leaf exudates 

 

6.1  Introduction 

Active components of the filtrate fractions obtained from the leaf exudates of Brier and Atlas 

were proposed to include small positively charged peptides (Chapter 5). The components of 

the Brier filtrates were resolved based on their hydrophobicity using a C18 resin by RP-

HPLC. Further purification of the active fractions by repeating the RP-HPLC steps was not 

completely successful as the biological activity was lost, preventing the active components 

from being completely resolved. This chapter describes the development of an alternative 

method, which utilises the ionic properties of the active components of the filtrates. 

 

Initially, a cation exchange resin (SP-Sephadex C25) was used in an open column with a step 

gradient using gravity elution. In an attempt to improve resolution the separation was repeated 

using the HPLC, as smooth gradients are considered to give better results than step gradients 

in ion exchange chromatography (Dufresne, 1998; Salituro and Dufresne, 1998). Two resins 

were tried – SP-Sephadex C25 and a commercially packed polymer based resin (Vydac SCX). 

The resin in the Vydac column has a smaller particle size than that of the Sephadex, which 

would result in an increased separation efficiency (Lough and Wainer, 1996).  

 

An alternative separation technique used was paper electrophoresis. This method is well 

suited to resolve low molecular weight polar or ionised compounds (Block et al., 1958). After 

electrophoresis, fractions can be eluted using water. An advantage of the paper over the silica 

gels used in thin layer chromatography is that it is resilient to polar solvents (Hougton and 

Raman, 1998). There are a number of biochemical stains that can be applied to the paper as a 

means of characterizing and identifying the components. The stains used included those that 

react with sugars and amino acids; substances that are commonly found in plant exudates. 

Spore germination fluid was also collected from conidia that had been allowed to germinate 

in water and resolved using paper electrophoresis. This allowed a comparison to be made of 

the conidial products and the leaf exudates, and thereby enable confirmation of the plant or 

fungal origin of the active compounds. 

 

After electrophoretic resolution, material was eluted from the paper and the biologically 

active fractions were further purified by RP-HPLC. The use of RP-HPLC after ion exchange 
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chromatography can be a highly effective method of purifying components such as small 

peptides, from complex mixtures (Vydac Application Note #9808). The UV spectra of the 

components were obtained during the chromatography to assist in their characterisation.   

 

 

6.2  Materials and Methods 

6.2.1  Ion exchange chromatography  

Open columns were prepared using Pasteur pipettes that had been plugged with glass wool. A 

slurry of SP-Sephadex C25 was poured into the top and allowed to settle to a bed height of 15 

mm. After washing with two bed volumes of 0.01M ammonium formate buffer pH 3.8 

(prepared by adjusting a 0.01M solution of formic acid to pH 3.8 with ammonia), 50µL of 

filtrate was mixed with 450µL of 0.01M ammonium formate and then loaded onto the 

column. The step gradient started at 0.01M ammonium formate (pH 3.8), and was increased 

incrementally to 0.4 M. The eluant was collected from each wash, dried, and then suspended 

in 45uL of water. Aliquots were taken to assess for biological activity using the bioassay 

described in Section 3.2.2. 

 

For use in HPLC the SP-Sephadex C25 was packed into a stainless steel column (2 x 100 

mm) with 0.05M ammonium formate at a flow rate of 0.35 mL/minute. After packing and 

washing the column was run at 0.2 mL/minute. A gradient of ammonium formate (pH 3.8): 

solvent A (0.01M) and B (0.2M) was used as follows: 

Time (minutes) Solvent B (%) 
0 5 
20 100 
23 5 

 

A commercially prepared column from Vydac (sulfonic cation exchange column 400VHP575, 

5 µm, 100 x 4.6 mm) was also used, at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/minute. A gradient of 

ammonium formate (pH 3.8): solvent A (0.05M) and B (0.5M) was used as follows: 

Time (minutes)  Solvent B (%) 
0 0 
20 100 
21 0 

Fractions of the HPLC runs were collected, dried, then resuspended in water and assessed for 

biological activity as described in  Section 3.2.2. 
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6.2.2 Paper Electrophoresis 

Paper electrophoresis was carried out using a horizontal electrophoresis tank. The paper 

(Whatman Chromatography Paper) was supported by a Perspex frame, with the ends of the 

paper dipped into the running buffer (1M acetic acid, 0.75M formic acid). The running 

voltage was 300V (approximately 15V/cm). 

The following reagents were used as dipping stains for the papers after electrophoresis: 

Stain Method Diagnostic for: Reference 

Ninhydrin 0.25% ninhydrin in acetone. Paper 
heated in a 65°C oven 

Amino acids, 
amines 

Block et al., 
1958 

Silver Nitrate 

0.2g AgNO3
2 mL water 

98 mL acetone 
then dip with 1:9 NaOH:ethanol 

Papers were destained with: 
10g Na thiosulphate 

1.5g Na metabisulphate 
100 mL water 

Sugars, 
polyalcohols 

 

Trevelyan et 
al., 1950 

Guanidine 
20 mg phenanthienequinone 

160 mL ethanol 
20 mL 25% NaOH 

Arginine, mono 
substituted 
guanidines 

Yamada and 
Hano, 1966 

Indole 1 

0.1g dimethylamino-benzaldehyde 
5mL conc HCl 
5mL ethanol 

expose paper to water vapour 

Indole 
derivatives 

Krebs et al., 
1969 

Indole 2 

0.2g dimethylamino-cinnaldehyde 
10mL 6N HCl 
10 mL ethanol 

Solution is diluted 4X with ethanol prior 
to use 

Indoles Krebs et al., 
1969 

Indole 3 
0.1g KNO2

2 mL conc nitric acid 
8 mL ethanol 

Indoles Block et al., 
1958 

Indole 4 
0.08g NaNO2

2 mL conc nitric acid 
8 mL ethanol 

Indoles Krebs et al., 
1969 

Indole 5 
0.2 g dimethylamino-benzaldehyde 

1 mL conc HCl 
9 mL acetone 

Indoles Block et al., 
1958 

Indole 6 0.2mL 0.05M FeCl3
10 mL 5% perchloric acid 

Indole 
derivatives 

Krebs et al., 
1969; 

Block et al., 
1958 

 

6.2.3 Reversed Phase HPLC 

Reversed phase chromatography was performed using a Vydac C18 column (2.1 mm X 250 

mm, 5 µm) on a Hewlett Packard HPLC, model 1090. The solvent gradients were comprised 
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of A (10mM ammonium formate, pH 3.8) and B (50% acetonitrile in A).  

 

Gradient for Method (A), using a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min: 

Time (minutes) Solvent B (%) 
0 0 
2 0 
25 100 
26 0 

 

Using the same solvents, the gradient was adjusted to try and enhance the differentiation of 

the various active components. The method that gave the best separation whilst still 

maintaining good resolution was Method (B), run at a flow rate of 0.2 mL/min, as outlined 

below: 

Time (minutes)  Solvent B (%) 
0 0 
2 0 
5 40 
25 60 
30 100 
32 0 

 

   

6.2.4 Germination products of R. secalis conidia  

Conidia were harvested from agar plates as described in Section 2.2.2, and then used to 

inoculate a 0.05% sucrose solution in 15mm deep Petri dishes. The conidia suspension with a 

titre of approx. 2.5 X 105 /mL were incubated in the dark at 15°C. The titre used was the same 

that was used for the plant inoculations. Tween20 was not added. After 3 days the suspension 

was removed from the dishes and filter sterilised through a 0.22 µm filter to remove the 

conidia. The filtered fluid that contained the products from the germinated conidia was then 

concentrated by freeze drying. The dried concentrate from a conidial suspension of 25 mL 

was re-suspended in 2 mL of water. 

 

 

 

6.3  Results 

 6.3.1 Resolution of the filtrates by ion exchange chromatography 

The filtrate fraction of the exudates from uninoculated Brier, spray treatment (WT), was 

separated using an open column packed with SP-Sephadex C25. Fractions collected during 
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the elution were assessed for their effect on the germination and germ tube growth of R. 

secalis isolate H1.1 (Fig. 6.1). At two stages of the gradient components eluted which almost 

completely inhibited germination and germ tube growth of the conidia. One was at the start of 

the step gradient (0.02 M) and the other was during the middle part of the step gradient (0.1 

M). Considerable tailing or mixing occurred during the elution of the first of these 

components, as indicated by the spread of activity across the fractions.  

 

The separation was repeated with a linear gradient after the SP-Sephadex C25 had been 

packed into an HPLC column, but the resolution remained poor (data not shown). In  

addition, the biological activity was not always recoverable. The chromatogram showed an 

elution profile similar to that obtained with the step gradient with two broad peaks eluting; 

one at the start of the separation and the other in the mid part of the gradient. The shape of the 

latter peak indicated that there may be more than one component eluting from the column at 

this point. 

 

When a commercially packed cation exchange column was used, the results were similar to 

those obtained using Sephadex C25 under HPLC conditions. The resolution was poor, and 

biological activity could not be recovered (data not shown). 
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Fig. 6.1 – Effect of the fractions collected during the open column C25 separation of the 
filtrates from uninoculated Brier on germination (Fig. 6.1a) and germ tube growth (Fig. 6.1b) 
of isolate H1.1. The shaded green area represents the germination/germ tube response of the 
conidia without treatment.  
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6.3.2  Resolution of the filtrates by paper electrophoresis 

The filtrate fraction of the exudate samples from Brier and Atlas treatments (WO), (WT) and 

(H1) were subjected to paper electrophoresis. The papers were then examined under UV light 

and stained. An example of the separation obtained of the Brier(WT) filtrates and the 

biological activity of various fractions is in shown in Fig. 6.2. 

 

Although all of the stains listed in Section 6.2.2 were tried, not all of them gave satisfactory 

results. Stains to detect indoles were chosen in retrospect from the results obtained from the 

UV array  data as described later in the chapter. For initial detection, UV fluorescence and the 

ninhydrin, silver nitrate and guanidine stains were used, however the guanidine stain did not 

show a reaction to any of the components. The indole stains 1, 2, 3, and 5 produced a very 

high level of background colour such that no reaction could be distinguished. The stains as 

shown in Fig. 6.2a and Table 6.1 had provided clear and reproducible reactions with the 

electrophoresed exudates.  

  

Four spots (UV1, UV2, UV3 and O) were visible when the paper was examined under short 

wave UV light (270 nm) as marked in Fig. 6.2a. Spots O and UV3 were also visible under 

long wave UV light (314 nm), whereas spots UV1 and UV2 could not be seen. Biological 

activity is consistently associated with the spots UV1, UV2 and UV3 (Fig. 6.2b), which are 

present in exudates from Brier and Atlas, regardless of the spraying treatment used. 

 

Spot UV1 fluoresced violet under short wave UV light, and also reacted with the ninhydrin 

and indole stains. It corresponds to fraction 19 in Fig. 6.2b. Spot UV2 was migrating slightly 

slower than spot UV1, and fluoresced blue or blue-violet. It reacted with ninhydrin but there 

was either no or only a very faint reaction with the indole stains. It corresponds to fractions 17 

and 18 in Fig. 6.2b. 

Spot UV3 appeared to quench the UV light and was visible as a dark area with a pink halo. 

There was a very weak reaction with ninhydrin, producing a faint yellow instead of the 

typical pink / purple reaction. This spot corresponded to fractions 9 and 10 in Fig. 6.2b. 

 

Other components which did not have a suppressive effect on the conidia were also detected 

by the silver nitrate and ninhydrin stains. These are probably the simple carbohydrates (silver 

nitrate) and various amino acids (ninhydrin) that have been previously found in plant leaf 
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exudates. Although the sugars have migrated close to, and appear to co-migrate with the spot 

UV3, the position of the ninhydrin and indole stain reactions of spot UV3 is slightly beside 

that of the silver nitrate region. The effect of this sugar containing mixture on the conidia was 

to enhance germination and germ tube growth, although this result was more typical for the 

filtrates collected from Atlas rather than Brier. The amount of amino acids (as judged by the 

intensity of the ninhydrin staining) tended to be more pronounced in the samples from Atlas, 

especially if the plants had been inoculated.  

 

The colours and respective intensities of the reactions of the active components from Brier 

and Atlas to the stains presented in Fig. 6.2a are listed in Table 6.1. There were some minor 

differences of the reactive components between Atlas and Brier - these differences were in the 

colour and intensity of the UV fluorescence and the ninhydrin reaction. There were no 

quantitative differences in the electrophoresis and staining profiles between the filtrates from 

inoculated and un-inoculated plants. Relative mobility to the electrophoretic dye Orange G 

has been calculated to enable the comparison of the sample behaviour between different 

experiments. It may also be useful to compare motilities with other compounds later in the 

identification procedure. 
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Fig. 6.2a – Staining profiles of the filtrates fraction of Brier (treatment WT) exudates after 
electrophoresis. The annotation on the paper indicates the appearance of the spot under UV 
light. UV3 was present in papers B and D although it is not marked.  
Key to the stains: A= silver nitrate, B = ninhydrin, C = indole 4, D = indole 6. 
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Fig. 6.2b (above) – Effect on germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 by 
components eluted after electrophoresis. The green bar represents the germination / germ tube 
response of the conidia without treatment. 
Fractions (-1 and 0), (9 and 10), (17 and 18), and (19) correspond to regions (O), (UV3), 
(UV2) and (UV1) respectively.  
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Table 6.1 - The colours and intensities (-, +, ++, +++) of the reactions of the active components from the filtrates from Brier and Atlas to UV light 
and biochemical stains. Also listed is their relative electrophoretic mobility to Orange G. 
 
 
 

 Filtrates of Brier leaf exudates Filtrates of Atlas leaf exudates 

Detection
s 

 

Spot Id 
→ UV3      UV2 UV1 UV3 UV2 UV1

Short wave UV light Pink (+++) 

Blue, 

sometimes 

violet (+) 

Violet (++) Pink (++) 
Pink / purple / 

blue (+) 

Pink / purple 

(++) 

Ninhydrin Yellow (+) Pink (+++) 
Purple to blue 

(+++) 
Yellow (+) Pink (++) Purple (++) 

Silver nitrate       (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

Indole 4 Yellow (++) (- / ?) Yellow (+) Yellow (++) (-) Yellow (+) 

Indole 6 Yellow (++) (- / ?) Pink (+) Yellow (++) (-) Pink (+) 

Approximate Relative 

Mobility to Orange G 
+ 0.05 - 0.9 - 1.0 + 0.05 - 0.9 - 1.0 

  



6.3.3  Assessment of the plant or fungal origin of the active exudate components 

To confirm the plant origin of the suppressive compounds the conidial germination fluid of 

aqueous cultures was analysed as well. Products released during the germination of R. secalis 

conidia were separated using paper electrophoresis and the papers were subsequently stained 

(Fig. 6.3a). The biologically active compounds apparent in the plant exudates (spots UV1, 

UV2 and UV3) could not be detected in the conidial germination fluid. It therefore appears 

that these compounds are not released (in vitro) by the fungus. Suppressive activity was 

observed from the components eluted from spots UVW and NIN (Fig. 6.3b). The spot UVW 

displayed white fluorescence under UV light and reacted only with silver nitrate. This spot 

did not appear in the plant exudates, although it may be concealed by the component(s) of the 

sugars and spot UV3, with which it would co-migrate with. It is possible that it is not of 

fungal origin, but merely consists of unabsorbed sucrose that was in the growth medium. The 

component(s) that reacted with ninhydrin (NIN) displayed a different electrophoretic mobility 

to that of the bioactive plant exudates, and did not react with the indole stains.  
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Fig. 6.3a - Staining profiles of the germination fluid from R. secalis isolate H1.1 after 
electrophoresis. Regions which reacted upon staining are as designated – the annotation on 
the paper indicates the appearance of the spot under UV light. 
Key to the stains: A= silver nitrate, B = ninhydrin, C = indole 4, D = indole 6. 
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Fig. 6.3b (above) – Effect on germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 by 
components eluted after electrophoresis. The green bar represents the germination / germ tube 
response of the conidia without treatment. 
Fractions (-1 and 0), (4 and 5) and (14 and 15) correspond to regions (O), (UVW), (NIN). 
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6.3.4  HPLC purification and UV spectra of the electrophoretically resolved 

fractions 

The biologically active spots UV1, UV2 and UV3 were eluted from the paper after 

electrophoresis and assessed for purity by RP-HPLC. The chromatograms  showed that spots 

UV1 and UV3 contained one component each, whereas spot UV2 produced two peaks, 

designated as components UV2a and UV2b. The retention time of each component when 

eluted using method (b) is as listed in Table 6.2.  

 

The peak of component UV1 consistently eluted with a large tail (Fig. 6.4a), whereas the 

components of UV2 and UV3 eluted as sharp peaks (Figs 6.5a and 6.5b respectively). There 

were no differences in the retention times between components isolated from Brier or Atlas, 

regardless of whether or not the plant had been inoculated. In one experiment spot UV1 also 

comprised of several smaller peaks which eluted very close to the main component of UV1 

(Fig. 6.4b). Two of the peaks were collected as indicated and the material was further 

analysed as described in Chapter 7. 

 

The UV spectra of each eluted component for the 240 – 350 nm range are shown in Figs 6.6a 

through to 6.6e. The absorbance maxima for all components are between 270 and 290 nm, 

indicating similar chromophores (i.e. similar structures). The spectra obtained for UV1, UV2a 

and UV3 were the same for each sample which was examined, regardless of the cultivar or 

inoculation treatment used prior to the collection of the exudates. Two slightly different 

spectra were obtained for component UV2b, depending on the source of the exudates. If the 

exudates were from Brier (any inoculation treatment) or Atlas (which had not been 

inoculated), the spectra were similar to that of UV2a and UV1 with a maxima at 275 nm. If 

the exudates were from Atlas plants which had been inoculated, the maxima of UV2b shifted 

to 295 nm. It is to be noted that this observation could only be made with one set of samples, 

as other samples of UV2b were not of a sufficient concentration to provide any data.  
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Fig. 6.4 – Chromatograms of the components eluted from spot UV1. The method used for the 
chromatography was Method (A). The detection wavelength is 270nm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.4a – Chromatogram of the material eluted from spot UV1.  
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Fig. 6.4b – Chromatogram of the material eluted from spot UV1. The minor peaks marked       
(     ) and (     ) were collected and saved for further analysis. This exudate sample is from a 
different batch of plants to that of Fig. 6.4a 
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Fig. 6.5a – Chromatogram of the material eluted from spot UV2, showing peak UV2a and 
UV2b.  
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Fig. 6.5b – Chromatogram of the material eluted from spot UV3.  
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Table 6.2 - Retention times of the active components when eluted using method (b). 
 

Component UV1 UV2a UV2b UV3 

Time (minutes) 18.2 16.8 17.3 17.9 
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Fig. 6.6 – UV spectra for the components eluted from each biologically active spot. The 
spectra was taken at the apex of the eluted peak. 
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  Fig. 6.6c – Component UV2b (Atlas (H1) only)       Fig. 6.6d – Component UV2b  
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    Fig. 6.6e – Component UV3 
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6.4  Discussion  

A successful method for isolating biologically active components from the filtrates of the leaf 

exudates was performed using paper electrophoresis and RP-HPLC. Comparison of the 

electrophoretic profile and the staining reactions of low molecular weight compounds that are 

released by the germinating conidia in vitro with those of the plant exudate compounds, 

indicates that the active components UV1 and UV2 are of plant origin and are not fungal self-

inhibitors or toxins. 

 

Of the four active components identified, UV1 appears to be the predominant and most active. 

The UV spectra of components UV1, UV2a and UV2b are very similar to those of the 

aromatic amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine (Lehninger et al., 1993). Additionally, the 

positive reactions of the components with the indole stains led to the proposal that these 

compounds have an indole structure.  

 

The components UV2a and UV2b showed similar staining reactions and UV spectra as 

component UV1. It is therefore possible that they are metabolic intermediates or, 

alternatively, decomposition products of UV1. The decomposition may have occurred while 

the component was on the leaf surface or at any stage during the extraction and 

electrophoresis. From a list of staining results of various simple indoles applied to 

chromatography paper (Block et al., 1958), the closest match of the colour reactions of UV1 

and UV2 with the stains ‘indole 4’, ‘indole 6’ and the UV fluorescence is that of various 3-

substituted indoles.  

 

Component UV3 also reacted positively with both indole stains, however comparison of its 

UV spectrum to those of different flavonoids (Fig. 6.10) indicates a strong similarity of the 

spectrum to that of the flavones. The colour produced in both cases was yellow, which may be 

simply the colour of the natural product rather than a reaction with the stain. 

 

In conclusion, the components UV1, UV2a and UV2b are likely to be indoles, whereas UV3 

may be a flavonoid. The identification of the components is continued in the following 

chapter. 
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 Fig. 6.10  - UV absorption spectra of different flavonoid types (from Markham, 1982). 
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Chapter 7 

Structural characterisation and elucidation of  

biologically active components of barley leaf exudates 

 

 

7.1  Introduction  

Structural information of natural products can be obtained using a number of spectroscopic 

techniques, such as UV / infra-red absorption, as well as nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (NMR) and mass spectroscopy (MS) (Colegate and Molyneux, 1993). The UV 

absorption spectra of the active components from the leaf exudates were used in the previous 

chapter to deduce possible aromatic ring structures but a more powerful technique is required 

to obtain information about the fine structure. NMR (Bryne, 1993) and x-ray crystallography  

(Wong and Gaffield, 1993) have been used extensively in the analysis of natural products. 

However, milligram amounts of material are required for the analysis whereas MS requires 

only nanograms of material (R. Asenstorfer, pers comm., J. Lahnstein, pers. comm., Bryne, 

1993). Hence, MS was the technique of choice given the sample constraints. 

 

The active components from the leaf exudates were analysed using MS. For component UV1, 

a molecular mass and a molecular formula were determined, from which chemical structures 

were proposed. Of those which are likely to occur in plants, authentic chemicals were then 

used to provide confirmation of the structure of the natural product. The MS profiles, 

electrophoretic mobility and chromatographic behaviour of the standards were compared to 

those of the leaf exudates. Low voltage paper electrophoresis and RP-HPLC were used as 

described in the previous chapter. As the structures of some of the standards used are 

chemically very similar, the resolution obtained using paper electrophoresis and RP-HPLC 

was minimal. Hence, these methods were extended as follows in order to provide more 

adequate resolution. 

 

The paper electrophoresis was repeated using a high voltage system (HVPE), where a 

potential of 60 V/cm was applied to the paper (compared to 15 V/cm with the low voltage 

system). The HVPE system allows for a longer migration distance to be obtained in a 

relatively short time, thereby facilitating separation whilst minimizing diffusion of the 

components. As higher voltages are applied, the heat produced by the system increases – for a 
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potential voltage greater than 10 V/cm sufficient evaporation can occur such that the paper 

may dry out (Smith and Feinburg, 1965). To overcome this, heat transfer is needed, either by 

the use of cooling plates or by immersing the paper in an inert organic solvent (Zweig and 

Whitaker, 1967). The latter technique was used because it provides a more efficient means of 

heat transfer and also due to the ease of removing the paper after the run. 

  

The bonding of the nitrogen of the amine to another compound to form a derivative has been 

widely used in the analysis of amino acids and other biogenic amines (Katoka, 1996). 

Derivatisation of amines can improve their stability, particularly under acidic conditions, and 

minimize the peak tailing during chromatography (Krstulovic and Brown, 1982, Holme and 

Peck, 1993). The reagent used was 9-fluorenylmethyl chloroformate (FMOC), which binds to 

the nitrogen of the amine to form a carbamate (Katoka, 1996), as shown below. 

Chloroformate reagents can be used to derivatise primary and secondary amines, with the 

advantage that the reaction can proceed in an aqueous environment (Katoka, 1996; Ugland et 

al., 1997). 

 
  FMOC      +    amine / amino acid   =    FMOC derivative (carbamate) 

 

 

7.2  Materials and Methods 

7.2.1   Mass Spectroscopy 

Dried samples were re-suspended in methanol for direct injection using a Finnigan MAT 

probe into a Thermoquest-Finnigan TSQ mass spectrometer. The sample was ionized by 

electron impact. The temperature ramp was from 30°C to 400°C over 3.7 minutes, holding at 

400°C for 1 minute. The fragmentation pattern was compared to those contained in the NIST 

’98 Mass Spectral Library (Version 1.6), produced by the NIST Mass Spectrometry Data 

Center, Gaithersburg, USA. 
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7.2.2  Low voltage paper electrophoresis and stains 

Electrophoresis apparatus and the formic / acetic acid running buffer were used as described 

in Section 6.2.2.  

 

7.2.3  High voltage paper electrophoresis (HVPE) 

The electrophoresis unit consisted of a ceramic chamber, containing the coolant Perclor®, 

and two wells where the running buffer was contained. The paper was immersed in the tank in 

a ‘V’ position as described in Zweig and Whitaker, 1967 and by Tate (1968). Filter paper 

wicks were used to transfer the electrolyte onto the paper. A water coil was immersed in the 

tank to act as an additional coolant. The electrophoresis was run at 3000V, 150mA (approx. 

60 V/cm).  

 

7.2.4  Reversed phase HPLC  

Methods and buffers are as described in Section 6.2.3, using method RP4. A Vydac C18 

column was used, except it was larger than the previous column (4mm), and had a guard 

cartridge. This preparative column was used as the 2mm column was unavailable. 

 

 7.2.5  Pre column derivatisation and HPLC 

The derivatisation of the indoles with 9-fluorenylmethyl chloroformate was performed using 

the autosampler of a Hewlett-Packard LC as described by Ou et al., (1996). The 

chromatography was performed using a Hewlett-Packard PTH-AA (hypersil ODS) column 

(250 x 2.1 mm), and eluted using a gradient of A (10mM ammonium phosphate (pH 7) and 

15% methanol) and B (90% acetonitrile).  

 

7.2.6  Assessment of the biological activity against R. secalis 

R. secalis conidia were cultured and prepared as outlined in Section 3.2.2. Serial dilutions of 

the test compound were made in methanol, added to eppendorf microcentrifuge tubes and the 

methanol allowed to evaporate. The sucrose/water was than added followed by the conidia. 

The bioassays were set up in triplicate. 
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7.3 Results 

7.3.1  Analysis of the natural products 

 7.3.1.1  Mass spectroscopy analysis and interpretation 

Mass spectroscopical analysis was performed on samples of component UV1 (Fig. 7.1a), two 

products which co-eluted from the spot UV1 as indicated in Section 6.3.3 (Figs 7.1b and 

7.1c), and of component UV3 (Fig. 7.2). Samples of components UV2a and UV2b were sent 

for analysis, but in each case the sample concentration turned out to be too low to obtain 

interpretable data.. Each figure has a main panel showing the spectrum of ions detected 

during the ionisation peak, and an inset which shows the total ion count during the analysis. 

 

The ionisation patterns, which were obtained for all of the UV1 samples examined (regardless 

of the barley cultivar or presence of inoculum) as well as for the two co-eluting compounds, 

show a predominant ion of 130 as well as two minor ions of 103 and 77 m/z, characteristic of 

indoles (Budzikiewicz et al., 1964). Comparison of these mass spectra with those recorded in 

the NIST database indicates high similarity to those of 3-substituted indole compounds, which 

fragment as shown in Fig. 7.3. The parent ion of UV1 appears to be 174 mass units, 

suggesting a simple indole structure with several possible structures of the side chain (Fig. 

7.3, inset). The spectrum of Fig. 7.1b also contains a strong ion of 58 mass units which was 

not present in the UV1 samples and is of a similar intensity to that of the predominant ion. 

This may be the indole side chain (C3H8N+), which is characteristic of N,N-dimethyl 

tryptamine (Thompson et al., 1987), however the absence of its parent ion (188 m/z) is not 

consistent with this interpretation. The other co-eluting sample (Fig 7.1c) also has strong ions 

of 160 and 204 mass units. These ions suggest the presence of a gramine type indole ring 

system with a substituent of 30 mass units, for example an O-methyl (CH3O-) or 

hydroxymethyl (HOCH2-) substituent attached to the indole ring. The low levels of the ions of 

174 and 130 mass units present in the mass spectrum, suggest that this sample was 

incompletely separated from UV1 during the RP-HPLC elution and sample collection.  

 

The ionisation pattern for UV3 samples is as presented in Fig. 7.2. This pattern was obtained 

for all of the samples examined (regardless of the cultivar or presence of inoculum), and 

differs greatly from those of the UV1 samples. Comparison of the profile to those in the NIST 

database suggests that the compound may be a sugar or an organic acid, however none of the 

matches contained an ion at 283 mass units or similar. The spectrum did not contain the ions 
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at 130 m/z, 103 m/z or 77 m/z that are characteristic of indoles, indicating that the yellow 

colour produced in response to the indole stains as shown in the previous chapter was a ‘false 

positive’. The predominant ion was 60 m/z, which indicates the presence of a carboxylic acid 

group (Williams and Fleming, 1973), but this ion may have been produced from residual acid 

from the HPLC elution buffer. The lack of strong ions and the low level of ions produced 

during the analysis (refer to the inset of Fig. 7.2) indicates that the compound is not readily 

volatilised on the sample insertion probe used in the mass spectrometer. 

 

It is noted that flavonoids are often not sufficiently volatile to enable adequate fragmentation 

via electron impact mass spectroscopy, and may require to be derivatisation prior to analysis 

(Markham, 1982). This applies in particular to the glycosylated flavones, which are 

commonly found in plants (Harborne and Williams, 2000). Hence further analysis of UV3 

using different mass spectroscopical techniques is required. Possible identities of UV3 and the 

role of flavonoids in pathogen defence are discussed further in Chapter 8. 
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Fig. 7.1 a – Mass spectroscopy profile of component UV1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.1 b – Mass spectroscopy profile of a minor peak co-eluted with component UV1 as 
indicated (     ) in Fig. 6.4b. 
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Fig. 7.1 c– Mass spectroscopy profile of a minor peak co-eluted with component UV1 as 
indicated (    ) in Fig. 6.4b. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2 – Mass spectroscopy profile of component UV3. 
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Fig. 7.3 Proposed structures of the molecular ions produced by the ionisation of the active 

component UV1 and possible identities (inset) given the deduced side chain composition: 
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7.3.1.2 Possible structures of the leaf exudate compound UV1 

Of the five possible R chain configurations (Fig.7.3) the ones most likely to be found in 

barley leaves are gramine and the derivatives of tryptamine. Simple indoles that have 

previously been isolated from Hordeum species include 5-hydroxy tryptamine, 5-hydroxy N-

methyl tryptamine, amino methyl indole and methyl amino methyl indole (Smith, 1977). 

Gramine and tryptamine have been found in the genera Hordeum and Phalaris (Woods and 

Clark, 1971; Marten et al., 1973; Hanson et al., 1981; Miyagawa et al., 1994). Both are 

reported to be toxic towards insect predators (Corcuera, 1984; Zuniga et al., 1988; Kanehisa 

et al., 1990; Moharramipour et al., 1997) and can inhibit the germination of fungal conidia 

(Wippich and Wink, 1985; Miyagawa et al., 1994; Arase et al., 2001).  

 

 

N 
H 

N 
C H 3 

C H 3 NH2

N
H

 

    Gramine                                                                 Tryptamine 

 

Although gramine has a molecular weight of 174, the tertiary amino group cannot react with 

ninhydrin. The mass of tryptamine is 160, which is less than that proposed for component 

UV1. However, tryptamine does have a primary amino group that reacts with ninhydrin. The 

extra 14 mass units of the UV1 component compared to tryptamine may be accounted for by 

the presence of an extra methylene group (CH2), attached either to the indole ring or to the 

hydrocarbon side chain, as for the tryptamine derivatives shown in Fig. 7.3 and below.  
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N-methyl tryptamine     α-methyl tryptamine 
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Due to the mass weight of the indole nucleus of the ionisation pattern remaining at 130, it is 

unlikely that there are any other attachments to the ring. However, 5-methyl tryptamine was 

also examined as an example of an indole with a methyl group attached to a second position 

on the indole ring. 

 

N H 2 

N 
H 

C H 3 

5-methyl tryptamine 

 

 

Tryptophan and α-methyl tryptophan were also chosen for analysis and comparison to the leaf 

exudates, as they could be precursors to the barley compound UV1 and also present on the 

leaf surface.   

 O 

N H 
2 N 

H 

O H

C H 3 O

N H 2 
N 
H 

OH

 

tryptophan      α-methyl tryptophan 

 
 
The two remaining possible structures, indole acetamide and amino propyl indole, were not 

examined. Although indole acetamide is an intermediate in the biosynthetic pathway of the 

plant hormone indole acetic acid, it is produced in the synthetic pathway used by bacteria and 

not by plants (Pollman et al., 2002). No previous published occurrence could be found for the 

existence of amino propyl indole that can be isolated from a natural source. 
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7.3.2  Comparison of the natural product UV1 to various indole derivatives 

 7.3.2.1  Mass spectroscopical analysis 

Mass spectroscopy was performed on tryptamine, gramine, the methylated tryptamines and 

the tryptophan standards (Fig. 7.14a-h). The predominant ion was 130 m/z for all compounds 

except for the methylated tryptamines: N-methyl tryptamine and α-methyl tryptamine had an 

ion of 131 m/z which was slightly stronger than the ion of 130, and for the 5-methyl 

tryptamine the indole nucleus ion had an additional 14 mass units, which would be due to the 

methyl group attached to the 5-position on the indole ring. From this, it appears that the 

compound UV1 is unlikely to be a methylated tryptamine nor would it have any other groups 

attached to the indole ring apart from the deduced side chain at the 3-position. The 

tryptamines generally produce an ion at 131m/z due to attachment of an extra hydrogen as 

well as the usual fragment ion at 130m/z. Additional analysis of the ions formed by the 

breakdown of the side chain is not possible for UV1, as no discernable ions were formed. 

From these data, the ionization profile of UV1 isolated from barley most closely resembles 

the breakdown pattern of gramine.  
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Fig. 7.4 - Mass spectroscopy profile of component UV1 and the tryptamine, tryptophan and 
gramine standards. The inset for each is the total ion count during the analysis, the main 
figure shown the ion spectra at the time of the highest ion count. 
 
Fig. 7.4a -tryptamine                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.4b – gramine (3-dimethylamino methyl) indole 
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Fig. 7.4c - α-methyl tryptamine 
 

 
Fig. 7.4d - N-methyl tryptamine 
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Fig. 7.4e - 5-methyl tryptamine   
 

 
 

 
Fig. 7.4f -L tryptophan 
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Fig. 7. 4g - α-methyl tryptophan 
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7.3.2.2  Mobility during low voltage paper electrophoresis and staining reactions 

The mobilities of the standards using low voltage paper electrophoresis were compared to 

those of the filtrate fraction of the exudate samples from Brier. The amount of standard loaded 

on each paper was approximately 10 µg. The colours produced upon staining and the 

mobilities of the standards relative to that of Orange G under acidic conditions are 

summarized in Table 7.1. Despite the use of fresh electrophoresis buffers and stains, the 

quality of the resolution and the intensity of the staining of component UV1 had diminished 

compared to that of other components in the exudate sample and other previously analysed 

samples. The barley component UV2 was not clearly visible or distinct from UV1, appearing 

as a faint smear rather than a distinct spot. 

  

The mobility of component UV1 was the same as that of α-methyl tryptamine, N-methyl 

tryptamine and gramine, but less than that of tryptamine and 5-methyl tryptamine. Upon 

staining with ninhydrin, only the α-methyl tryptophan gave a purple colour; tryptophan was 

pink and the methyl tryptamines gave pale yellow colours, rather than a blue/purple colour 

that would have been expected for the primary amines tryptamine and α-methyl tryptamine 

(Fig. 7.5). To ensure that the colour seen was not affected by the load amount, a paper disk 

was spotted with tryptamine, α-methyl tryptamine and N-methyl tryptamine, with the lowest 

load being 1µg, and incremented up to 60 µg. The colour obtained after ninhydrin stain was 

changed only in intensity and not hue (data not shown). The Indole 4 stain produced a yellow 

colour for all of the standards except for 5-methyl tryptamine. The other indole stain gave a 

pink-orange colour with the tryptamines, and a yellow to brown reaction with the tryptophans. 

Gramine gave a purple colour similar to that of UV1.  

 

While the mobility of UV1 appeared to be similar to that of methyl tryptamines and gramine, 

the staining reaction produced with ninhydrin did not match the colours produced by the 

barley exudates, although gramine does match the natural product for the indole stains. This 

again indicates that UV1 is not  a methylated tryptamine, and despite the observed  ninhydrin 

reaction, (Table 7.1) is most similar to gramine. The simplest explanation for this apparent 

discrepancy between the ninhydrin and indole stains is that UV 1 was incompletely resolved 

from other ninhydrin reacting species. The paper electrophoresis was then repeated using a 

high voltage system to enhance the resolution of the separation (see Section 7.3.1.5. 
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Table 7.1 – Summary of the stain reactions and electrophoretic mobility of the indole standards and the active compound ‘UV1’ as resolved 

using low voltage paper electrophoreses at a  pH of 1.7. 

 

 Compound 
“UV1” tryptamine  Gramine α-methyl 

tryptamine 
N-methyl 
tryptamine 

5-methyl 
tryptamine L-tryptophan α-methyl 

tryptophan 

Short wave UV 
light Purple       Purple

 
Purple Purple Purple Purple Purple Purple

Ninhydrin    Purple Grey to 
purple 

 
No Reaction Yellow Orange-

yellow 
Brown to 

purple Pink Purple

Indole 4 Yellow Yellow 
 

Yellow Yellow     Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow

Indole 6 Purple Pink / orange 
 

Purple Pink / orange Pink / orange Pink Yellow / 
orange 

Grey / 
brown 

Approximate 
Relative 

Mobility to 
Orange G 

-1.05       -1.15

 
-1.05 -1.05 -1.05 -1.10 -0.50 -0.55
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Fig. 7.5 – Electrophoretic mobilities of Brier filtrate compounds and the tryptamine standards 
(pH 1.7). The paper was stained with ninhydrin. The position of ‘UV1’ was identified under 
UV light and are marked by an arrow. 
Key to labels: S= Sucrose standard, Br= Brier sample, T= tryptamine, a-MT= α methyl 
tryptamine, N-MT= N-methyl tryptamine, 5-MT= 5-methyl tryptamine, TP= tryptophan, a-
MTP= α methyl tryptophan 
 

 

(-) 

UV1→ 

 S    Br         T           a-MT           N-MT S 

(+) 

 

(-) 
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UV1 
 

 S     Br      5MT  TP    a-MTP S 

(+) 
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7.3.2.3  Mobility using HVPE and staining reactions 

The electrophoretic mobilities of the Brier exudate and the tryptamine standards were 

compared after the longer separation allowed by high voltage electrophoresis (Fig. 7.9). In the 

region where the UV1 component migrates, there appeared to be two components – a faint 

ninhydrin positive component migrated just below the region that fluoresced under UV light 

(as marked on Fig. 7.6). This fluorescent spot did not appear to stain with ninhydrin, but it did 

react with the indole stains, producing the colours previously observed for UV1.. The 

mobilities of the standards as calculated relative to that of Orange G are listed in Table 7.2, 

with the mobilities of the ninhydrin positive component and the UV fluorescing component 

listed separately. The UV fluorescing spot had the same mobility as gramine, but not the 

methylated tryptamines, running slightly ahead of them. When gramine was over-spotted onto 

the barley exudate sample its mobility decreased slightly and was indistinguishable from the 

UV fluorescing region of the exudate (Fig. 7.6). The faint ninhydrin positive component had 

the same mobility as the methylated tryptamines. This  additional component is likely to be an 

unrelated amino acid that does not have the UV absorbing aromatic structure of an indole. 

Therefore, co-migration of other amines with UV1 has resulted in the positive ninhydrin 

reaction, which was earlier (Table 7.1)  presumed to be associated with UV1. 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.2 – Electrophoretic mobility of the Brier exudate and the indole standards relative to 

that of Orange G. 

 

Br exudate – 
UV 

fluorescing 

Br exudate – 
ninhydrin 
positive 

tryptamine gramine α-methyl 
tryptamine 

N-methyl 
tryptamine 

 
-1.1 

 

 
-1.0 

 

 
-1.05 

 
-1.1 

 
-1.0 

 
-1.0 
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Fig. 7.6 – Electrophoretic mobilities of Brier filtrate (Br), gramine (G) and tryptamine (T) at 
(pH 1.7). lanes marked (S) are where the sucrose marker was run. The paper was stained with 
ninhydrin. 
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7.3.2.4  Confirmation of biological activity against R. secalis growth 

A sample of Brier exudate was resolved using HVPE. The migration was allowed to continue 

until the UV fluorescing region had clearly separated from all of the ninhydrin positive 

components. An unstained lane (as shown in Fig. 7.7a) was cut into fractions as marked and 

components eluted and assessed for their effect on conidial germination and germ tube growth 

of R. secalis (Fig. 7.7b). Biological activity was associated with the UV fluorescing region 

and not with the ninhydrin positive component that migrated behind it.  

 

Conidial germination and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 in response to various 

concentrations of gramine were measured (Fig. 7.8a). At levels greater than 0.6 mM the 

germination response and the germ tube length was reduced to less than 50% of that of the 

control, and at 5.7 mM the conidia failed to germinate. 

 

Germination response and germ tube growth of R. secalis isolate H1.1 to was also measured 

in response to various concentrations of the tryptamine and methylated tryptamines (Fig. 

7.8b-d). The most potent standards were the α-methyl tryptamine and N-methyl tryptamine 

(50%of the control) at concentrations less than 0.5 mM. The germ tube growth of the conidia 

was a more sensitive measure of toxicity - α-methyl tryptamine and N-methyl tryptamine 

inhibited the growth to values below the 50% C threshold at all concentrations tested.  
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Fig. 7.7a – Comparison of the electrophoretic mobility and stain reactions of the barley 
exudate (Br) and gramine (G). An unstained lane was cut into fractions as marked on the 
figure and components eluted. 
 

 

Br – nin 
 
 
Indole 6 
Br 
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Fig. 7.7b – Effect on the germination (bars) and germ tube growth (points) of R. secalis 
isolate H1.1 by components eluted from the paper shown in Fig. 7.11a, the fraction numbers 
correspond to the numbered regions on the figure. The green bar represents the germination / 
germ tube lengths of the conidia incubated in water / sucrose. 
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Fig. 7.8– Conidial germination (top) and germ tube growth (below) of R. secalis isolate H1.1 
to in the presence of various concentrations of indoles. The shaded green area represents the 
germination response of the conidia when incubated in water/sucrose alone (control). The 
blue bar represents the threshold at which the germination response would be approximately 
half that of the control.  
 
 
Fig. 7.8a - Conidial germination and germ tube growth in response to gramine. 
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Fig. 7.8b - Conidial germination and germ tube growth in response to tryptamine. 
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Fig. 7.8c - The germination response of R. secalis isolate H1.1 to various concentrations of the methylated tryptamine standards.  
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Fig. 7.8d - The germ tube lengths obtained by R. secalis isolate H1.1 to various concentrations of the methylated tryptamine standards.  
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7.3.2.5  HPLC elution and UV spectra 

The elution profiles of the component UV1, tryptamine and the methylated tryptamines all 

displayed tailed peaks and poor resolution even at a low loading of 200 ng (Fig. 7.9b), as did 

that of UV1 (Fig. 7.9a). The UV spectra of component UV1 appeared to be indistinguishable 

from those of tryptamine, gramine, N-methyl tryptamine and α-methyl tryptamine. It differed 

from the spectrum of 5-methyl tryptamine by a shift of the maximum by 5 nm. The UV 

spectrum of the barley exudate active components UV2 and UV3 (refer to Fig. 6.6) were 

different to those of the tryptamine and tryptophan standards.  

 

In a bid to improve the separation and thereby resolve the compounds, they were derivatised 

using 9-fluorenylmethyl chloroformate (FMOC) prior to RP-HPLC analysis. The FMOC 

derivatisation products eluted with sharper peak shapes, negligible tailing and stable retention 

times between runs. An overlay of the elution of the FMOC derivatisation products of UV1 

and the tryptamines (Fig. 7.11) and gramine (Fig. 7.12) shows that UV1 co-elutes with 

gramine. Their elution time is distinct to that of the FMOC derivatisation products of 

tryptamine, α-methyl tryptamine and N-methyl tryptamine that eluted at 17 minutes and 

onwards. A small portion of the un-derivatised gramine eluted at a later time point as shown 

in the inset of Fig. 7.12. 
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Fig. 7.9 – Chromatograms of the material eluted from spot UV1 and the elution of the 
tryptamine standards. The detection wavelength is 270 nm. 
  

Fig. 7.9a – Elution of component UV1. 
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Fig. 7.9 b – Mixture of tryptamine (T), N-methyl tryptamine (N-MT), and α-methyl 
tryptamine (a-MT), 200ng of each compound was loaded. 
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Fig. 7.10 - UV spectra of leaf exudate component UV1 and the standards. The spectra was 
taken at the apex of the eluted peak. 
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Fig. 7.10c  gramine     Fig. 7.10d - α-methyl tryptamine  
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Fig. 7.10e - N-methyl tryptamine    Fig. 7.10f -  5-methyl tryptamine 
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Fig. 7.10g - Tryptophan     Fig. 7.10h - α-methyl tryptophan 
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Fig. 7.11 – Overlaid chromatograms of the FMOC derivates of component UV1 (unknown) and the tryptamine standards (tryptamine, α-methyl 
tryptamine and N-methyl tryptamine). The unlabelled peaks are the remaining components of the derivatisation reaction mixture. 
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 Fig. 7.12 – Overlaid chromatograms of the FMOC derivates of component UV1 and gramine. An enlargement of the region where the gramine 
and UV1 peaks elute is shown in the inset. Peaks labelled ‘Reagent’ are components of the derivatisation reaction. 
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7.4    The Structure of UV1 

From a comparison the ionisation pattern obtained by electron impact MS, the electrophoretic 

mobility and staining reactions, the chromatographic behaviour of an FMOC derivative using 

RP-HPLC the biologically active compound UV1 isolated from the leaf surface of the barley 

cultivar Brier has been unequivocally identified as gramine (N,N-dimethyl-3-aminomethyl 

indole).  

 

Implications of the presence of gramine on the leaf surface, and the roles that gramine and 

other exudate compounds may have in disease resistance are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8  

General Discussion 

 

 

8.1  Plant – pathogen interactions at the leaf surface - isolation and identification of 

fungitoxic agents  

The aim of this work was to investigate a possible role for barley leaf surface anti-fungal 

exudates as a defence mechanism against infection by Rhynchosporium secalis. Although the 

leaf surface is the site of first contact between plants and many of their pathogens, and hence 

provides the first line of defence, this aspect has attracted little attention. Previous research on 

the resistance to and interactions between barley and R. secalis has focused on the 

subcuticular leaf region.  

 

Initially, the interaction between barley cultivars and fungal isolates at the leaf surface was 

observed microscopically at three days post inoculation. Previous work (Ali, 1972; 

Lehnackers and Knogge, 1990) reported that conidial germination may be inhibited during the 

first few days. However compounds responsible for this effect were not identified. In the 

present work, a marked suppressive response was observed on the barley cultivar Brier 

towards the germination of R. secalis isolate H1.1, the extent of the suppression was less than 

that observed with the other isolates. This response appeared at distinct locations on the leaf 

surface, indicating that there could be sites where defence factors are exuded onto the leaf. 

This observation has apparently not been previously reported in the R secalis literature.  

 

An in vitro bioassay was used to test the effects of the leaf exudates on the development of R. 

secalis conidia to guide the isolation of the biologically active components. It proved to be a 

simple and reproducible assay that simulated the response of germinating conidia to their 

surroundings, providing an aqueous environment as is present on the leaf surface. Active 

compounds in the leaf exudates were found to have a greater effect on the development of the 

germ tubes than the germination of the conidia. A separation method for the exudate 

components was developed using paper electrophoresis and reverse phase HPLC, which 

enabled biological activity to be retained by the exudate compounds. Final structural analysis 

was obtained using mass spectroscopy and by comparing the chromatographic properties of 

authentic compounds to those purified from the exudates.  
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One of the active components in the leaf exudates has been identified as 3-(dimethyl 

aminomethyl) indole, which is commonly known as gramine. Other active components are 

consistent with other indoles carrying an –O-methyl or hydroxy-methyl (HOCH2-) 

substituent.  Another active component remains to be identified but is proposed to be a 

flavonoid. 

 

 

8.2  The role of gramine in plant defence 

 A review by Smith (1977) on the occurrence of tryptamines in plants and fungi reported the 

presence of gramine in the family Gramineae; in the cultivated Hordeum vulgare, in the wild 

barley Hordeum spontaneum, and in the pasture grass Phalaris. It also occurs in the family 

Aceraceae, (Acer) and the family Fabaceae, (Desmodium and Lupininus). In all cases gramine 

has been found in the foliage. Phalaris and Hordeum species are generally rich sources of 

indole alkylamines, also containing tryptamine and various combinations of methylated and 

5-methoxy tryptamines (Smith, 1977; Mulvena and Slaytor, 1983).  

 

Gramine levels in barley and Phalaris can increase in response to warmer temperatures i.e. 

25oC compared to 15oC (Hanson et al., 1983; Salas and Corcuera, 1991), where the levels 

may double (Hanson et al., 1981). Gramine levels in the plant may also be increased by the 

application of nitrogen (Salas et al., 1990) and exposure to fluoride (Hautala and Holopainen, 

1995). Cutting can also stimulate gramine production (Duynisveld et al., 1990); Phalaris 

regrowth contained up to ten times more gramine compared to that present in the original 

growth (Woods et al., 1971). In Phalaris, the levels of gramine are highest at the flowering 

stage (Majak et al., 1979), but for barley the gramine levels are highest while the plant is a 

seedling with the levels decreasing as the plant matures (Zuniga et al., 1985; Kanehisa et al., 

1993; Sato and Hiraoka, 1994) and for some cultivars may only be present during the first few 

weeks of plant development (Ghini et al., 1982). Where gramine is present in mature plants it 

is suggested that it is controlled by separate mechanisms to those used in the seedling 

(Moharramipour et al., 1999). Gramine levels in barley shoots can vary from 0.03 mg/g to 10 

mg/g (dry weight); a high level is considered to be greater than 2mg/g  dry weight (Hanson et 

al., 1981). 

 

Gramine has been found in epidermis and mesophyll of barley leaves (Argandona et al., 

1987). It was not initially thought to be present in the vascular bundles, in xylem exudates or 
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in guttation drops from cut stems (Argandona et al., 1987). Then later studies did detect 

gramine in the phloem sap (Yoshida et al., 1996) and on the leaf surface (Yoshida et al., 

1993; Matsuo et al., 2001). However, it is estimated that less than 0.18% of the total gramine 

content of the barley plant is on the leaf surface (Yoshida et al., 1993). 

 

The gramine precursor 3-amino methyl indole is considered to be derived from tryptophan. 

However, the intermediate reactions involved, remain to be identified (Leland et al., 1985; 

Moharramipour et al., 1999). Subsequently, this precursor undergoes two methylation steps 

catalysed by an N-methyl transferase to yield the end-product gramine (Fig 8.1), although 3-

amino methyl indole and its methylation products may accumulate along with gramine in 

barley (Hanson et al., 1983).  The methylation enzymes are distinct from those used to 

methylate tryptamine (Mulvena and Slaytor, 1983) and may be induced in the plant by 

elevated temperatures (Leland and Hanson, 1985). This would account for the increase in 

gramine levels in response to heat, as previously noted in other studies.  

 

Gramine synthesis is considered  to be controlled by only one or two genes although other 

‘minor’ genes may regulate the levels of gramine produced by the plant (Moharramipour et 

al., 1999). Gramine synthesis is controlled by the locus grm, which was found to be located 

on chromosome 5 in the cultivar Morex. (Fig 8.2; Yoshida et al., 1997). This locus is 

proposed to be the position of the ‘single gene’ which controls gramine synthesis (Leland et 

al., 1985; Yoshida et al., 1997). It is likely that the control of gramine synthesis is much more 

complex, and the genes responsible for the synthesis steps between tryptophan and 3-amino 

methyl indole are the ‘dominant’ genes, necessary for the presence of gramine in the barley 

cultivar (Hanson et al., 1983; Rhodes 2003). Further research is needed to identify the 

pathway and the genes involved, as well as their regulation and heritability to enable the 

control of the trait in barley breeding programs. 
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Fig 8.1 : Synthesis of gramine from tryptophan (Rhodes, 2003 and Hanson et al, 1983)
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In many studies the presence of gramine in barley has been found to confer plant resistance to 

insects, particularly aphids (Zuniga et al., 1985; Zuniga et al., 1988; Kanehisa et al., 1990; 

Salas and Corcuera, 1991), resulting in a decrease in the feeding rate and lifespan of the 

aphids (Kawada and Lohar, 1989). In general, the level of resistance to predation of the plant 

to aphids increases as the gramine content does. In artificial diets it may act as a feeding 

deterrent at concentrations of 0.5 mM (Corcuera, 1984), resulting in fatalities of 50% (LD50) 

of a given population at 0.7 mM (Corcuera, 1984) or 0.8 mM (Zuniga and Corcuera, 1987) 

depending upon the aphid species tested. Its presence in a plant has not been found to affect 

the settling behaviour (Forslund et al., 1998) or density on the leaf (Moharramipour et al., 

1997) of the aphids; they must bite the leaf before they are affected (Ishikawa and Kanke, 

2000a). Upon biting, this may induce the plant to increase the gramine content within a few 

days (Velozo et al., 1999). Despite several studies linking gramine with aphid resistance the 

mechanism is complex, and some studies have not found aphid resistance to be associated 

with gramine content (Tsumuki et al., 1996; Moharramipour et al., 1997; Ahman et al., 2000; 

Ishikawa and Kanke, 2000b). Gramine may also be an anti-feedant to other insects such as 

red-legged earth mite (Ridsdill-Smith et al., 1995) and locusts (Ishikawa and Kanke, 2000b). 

It may significantly decrease the survival and weight of grasshoppers (Westcott et al., 1992), 

or have no apparent effect (Bernays, 1991). The stimulation of gramine synthesis in the plant 

by mild to warm temperatures and cutting as previously stated would enable the plant to 

accumulate this defence chemical in readiness or response to possible insect attacks.  

 

In higher organisms gramine can act as a serotonin antagonist (Couper and Leise, 1996), it 

can impair the process of energy metabolism in mitochondria (Niemyer and Roveri, 1984) 

and affect the functioning of motor neurons (Niacaris and Avery, 2003). Feeding trials using 

meadow voles found low doses of gramine resulted in a reduced feed intake and caused 

kidney lesions (Kendall et al., 1979). A later study found that at 0.125% dietary intake it 

affected enzyme activity and at 0.25% dietary intake one third of the voles died (Goelez et al., 

1980). When fed to sheep at a level of 1.0% dietary intake the feed intake decreased and the 

feed had a lower in vitro digestibility (Arnold et al., 1980).  

 

A few studies have shown gramine to have a detrimental effect on other plants, opening the 

possibility of its allelopathic potential (Liu and Lovett, 1993). Cultured cells of Anabaena are 

killed by levels of gramine above 0.5 mM, which inhibits  photosynthesis (Andreo et al., 

1984, Foguel and Chaloub, 1993) by acting as an uncoupler of photo-phosphorylation 
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(Andreo et al., 1984). 

 

Gramine has antimicrobial properties, inhibiting the growth of Pseudomonas at 2 mM 

(Sepulveda and Corcuera, 1990) and the germination of powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis) 

at 1 mM (Wippich and Wink, 1985). It has recently been implicated as having a role in 

resistance of barley to infection by B. graminis at the leaf surface (Matsuo et al., 2001). 

Gramine levels may be increased by the presence of the pathogen, but only if the interaction 

was ‘incompatible’ and no infection would occur (Matsuo et al., 2001). However, it is not 

known how gramine affects the development of fungal conidia and germ tube growth. As 

gramine has a detrimental effect on metabolism and energy transport in animal and plant 

cells, it may have a similar effect on fungal cells.  

 

While gramine has so far been discussed in terms of its beneficial effects in protecting the 

plant from fungal pathogens, the toxicity of gramine and other indoles to livestock has 

resulted in the recommendation to breed them out of pasture grasses such as Phalaris (Marten 

et al., 1981), current breeding programs are screening for methyl tryptamines which are not 

thought to confer the same anti-feedant properties to sheep (Skeritt et al., 2000). The issue 

does not appear to have been actively discussed for barley breeding. Gramine has been put 

forward as a possible precursor for the carcinogen N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) which 

can be formed, when barley malt is  kiln dried (Mangino and Scanlan, 1985), but was later 

found to be negligible in producing NMDA (Yoo et al., 1992; Poocharoen et al., 1992). The 

presence of gramine in seedlings may be an important trait to screen for in modern barley 

breeding programs as a means of providing resistance against both insects and micro-

organisms. The grower would need to be aware of the levels of gramine in the mature plant 

and in the grain, if the end-use of the crop is for hay or feed.  

 

 

8.3  Other possible active compounds in the leaf exudates 

Other active components from the leaf exudates are proposed to be a flavonoid and a 

substituted gramine . The role of such compounds in the plant defence on the leaf surface can 

only be deduced from the results of previous work, where whole-leaf preparations were used, 

not exudates. 

 

The major flavonoids in barley are saponarin (Blume et al., 1979) and lutonarin (Blume and 
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McClure, 1979). The saponin precursor isovitexin in its glycosylated form is an anti-oxidant 

(Kitta et al., 1992), and was also thought to be commonly present in barley, but has now been 

identified as actually being the glycosides of saponarin and lutonarin (Markham and Mitchell, 

2003). Flavonoid levels increase in response to UV light (Tevini et al., 1981), where 

saponarin may rise by up to 50% and lutonarin by 2 to 5 fold (Liu et al., 1995; Reuber et al., 

1996). Elicitors such as jasmonic acid can alter flavonoid levels, causing an increase in the 

levels of 6-feruloylsaponarin and a decrease of saponarin (Ishihara er al., 2002). Flavonoids 

isolated from legumes have been shown to inhibit spore germination of various fungi, and 

may be constitutively produced or induced upon infection (Harborne and Williams, 2000). 

While flavonoids are frequently located in the vacuoles of epidermal cells of plants, a small 

amount may also be found on the leaf surface and in the surface waxes where they can absorb 

UV-light and act as sunscreens for the plant (Harborne and Williams, 2000). The anti-fungal 

activity of the putative flavonoid from the barley leaf exudates, complements previous 

flavonoid research, with the added possibility, of having synergistic effects with other anti-

fungal metabolites such as gramine. This would be an interesting and valuable topic for 

further research.  

 

Levels of tryptamine barley can be induced by stresses such as fungal infection (Miyagawa et 

al., 1994; Arase et al., 2001), mineral deficiency (Takaki and Arita, 1987) and UV light 

(Miyagawa et al., 1994). It can impair the germ tube growth of fungal pathogens such as 

powdery mildew (Dohgo et al., 1996) and Magnaporthe grisea (Arase et al., 2001), and has 

previously been proposed to protect barley against fungal infections (Miyagawa et al., 1994). 

Like gramine, it can also be toxic to insects (Thomas et al., 1998). It has a synthetic pathway 

separate to that leading to gramine (see fig 8.3), but also requires tryptophan as a precursor. 

The synthesis of tryptamine in Phalaris is controlled by a single dominant gene (Woods and 

Clark, 1971), which presumably regulates or encodes the tryptophan decarboxylase. It is 

noteworthy that tryptamine is important as a precursor to other alkaloids and the plant 

hormone indole acetic acid. Further research in this area to identify the presence of 

tryptamines on the leaf surface and their possible relationship to the levels of gramine is 

required. 
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Fig 8.3: Conversion of tryptophan to the indole tryptamine and the plant hormone indole

acetic acid (Rhodes, 2003).
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8.4 Conclusion

In this project, leaf surface exudates from barley were harvested and purified, and an active

component was identified as gramine. Its inhibition of conidial germination and, in particular,

its strong impact on germ tube development of R. secalis has not been previously

demonstrated and confirms a role of gramine and other related indoles in protecting the plant

from infection by fungal pathogens such as R. secalis. Flavonoids also appear to be present on

the leaf surface and may act either separately or synergistically with gramine as anti-fungal

agents. Hence, the presence of indole derivatives including gramine in barley seedlings could

be an important trait to be implemented through future breeding programs.
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